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Introduction

 When you ask most jazz musicians if they have heard of Bunky Green, most have 

heard the name but are generally unfamiliar with his music. Yet Mr. Green’s innovations 

in jazz improvisation have had a far reaching indirect influence. The conception and 

development of what he calls “Inside-Outside” playing has gone on to influence such 

prominent players as Joe Lovano, Steve Coleman, and Greg Osby. Green’s lack of 

recognition is largely in part to the fact that he dedicated his life to teaching early on in 

his career. 

 In recent years, however, Mr. Green has seen something of a renaissance. His 

2006 release received great acclaim, including a five-star rating in Downbeat Magazine. 

A whole new generation of jazz fans, particularly in Europe, have fallen in love with his 

musical voice and he’s been consistently headlining major summer jazz festivals for the 

past three years. With this renewed spotlight, its time for Bunky Green’s story to be 

documented. 

 This researcher has been particularly interested in Mr. Green’s playing since 

studying with him from 2004-2008 at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville. It 

seemed that the way he plays today hardly resembles his earliest records, though there 

is undoubtably an underlying thread. His melodic ideas and rhythmic phrasing are now 

highly intricate and unique, yet he maintains the “heart-on-his-sleeve” approach, 

constantly displaying high drama and raw emotion, for which he has been recognized 

since the beginning of his career. The goal of this thesis is to chart the path of Mr. 
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Green’s musical development from his earliest influences to his current approach to 

improvising. 

 Chapter one will provide a brief historical summary of Mr. Green’s life. Particular 

focus will be on getting a first hand account of the activity during periods of Mr. Green’s 

life where he had nearly completely removed himself from the jazz scene, namely 

1967-1977.

 Chapter two will deal with the music of Bunky Green. Selected solos and excepts 

of solos spanning Green’s career from 1960 to the present will be analyzed vocabulary 

will be isolated and extracted; Specifically vocabulary that has been influenced by that 

of Charlie Parker, as well as that which is unique to Mr. Green’s approach. 

 Chapter three will draw conclusions that will provide an account of the historical, 

stylistic and improvisational elements of Mr. Green’s playing (for music historians, 

performers, composers and theorists.) This researcher will attempt to establish and 

trace the evolution of Mr. Green’s playing from his early music career to the present. 

Musicians who have known, recorded, and performed with Mr. Green will be interviewed 

and cited. 
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Chapter One
Historical Perspective
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The Early Years and Development

 There has been some disagreement in the chronology of Bunky Green’s early 

career. Different published materials fail to reconcile certain dates with one another and 

Mr. Green himself is unsure in some cases. In such cases, all information will be  

presented.

 Born April 23, 1935 (the liner notes for Bunky’s first album as a leader Step High 

incorrectly list him as being born in 1939) in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, he was christened 

Vernice Green Jr..  Though born Vernice, the nickname “Bunky” was given by his family 

at an early age. He came from a musical background, with his whole family singing in 

their community church.1 He first picked up an alto sax in junior high school (around 

1946) after taking interest in it from a friend who also played. Green was basically a 

self-taught alto player, at first taking only group lessons at his school. He began 

listening to jazz early in his musical life but was immediately drawn to the tenor players 

of the era including Dexter Gordon, Wardell Gray, and Lester Young. Deciding that tenor 

was his true voice, shortly after he began playing alto saxophone he traded it in for a 

tenor sax.2

 At first, like many young players, when he heard Charlie Parker (aka “Bird”) , Mr. 

Green was not thrilled. In a 1966 Downbeat article, he recalled that it sounded like “too 

much being played at once” (Quinn 1966). But upon later listening he slowly began to 

fall in love with Bird’s genius. Finally, he traded his tenor back in for another alto. His 

obsession with Parker only grew and by the time he was 17, Mr. Green had transcribed 
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and stated he could play everything Charlie Parker had ever recorded. In a 1977 

Downbeat Article he elaborates “I could play everything, I mean I could play all Bird’s 

classic things, typical things, phrases like Bird, tone like Bird.”3 This fundamental impact 

would prove to carry through Green’s entire career in one form or another. 

 Another notable impact on Mr. Green’s playing from the beginning of his jazz 

influence was that of pianist Bud Powell. On the subject of his early influences Green 

elaborated:

  Bud Powell too. Because I was always one of those guys who listened to 

! ! other people. Especially piano players because you can find so much of the 

! ! hippest stuff coming out of piano players because they have the whole 

! ! harmonic format right out there in front of them. I mean they"ve got the entire 

! ! thing to work with. And they"re free with it, too.4

 Mr. Green began performing around Milwaukee while still in high school, mainly at 

a club called “The Brass Rail.” Almost immediately after graduation from high school in 

1952 he made his first move to New York City. Upon his arrival, the 17-year-old Green 

moved into a tiny room at the YMCA. In New York, he heard many of his heros including 

Charlie Parker in person for the first time. Mr. Green recalls having to draw on a fake 

mustache in order to be admitted into the jazz clubs. After getting a taste of the New 

York jazz scene, he returned home to Milwaukee to further advance his playing. A 

particular example he cites of the talent he encountered while in New York is Lou 
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Donaldson. Recalling the trip, a young Bunky said “I saw and heard much more - but 

Lou was enough to send me back home to tighten up my thing” (Quinn 1966).

 Mr. Green’s first big break came when he was given the opportunity to tour with 

Charles Mingus’ band. A friend from Milwaukee recommended him to Lou Donaldson, 

who having not yet heard Green, recommended him to Mingus. The 1966 Downbeat 

article incorrectly notes that Bunky’s stint with Charles Mingus was in 1958 and lasted 

for eight months. The liner notes for Step High however, say the year was 1956, lasted 

only a few weeks, and Bunky was still a teenager. In the liner notes for Testifyin’ Time 

Joe Segal says the Mingus period occurred in 1956-1957. According to a Jackie 

McLean biography, McLean left Mingus in 1956 and began playing with Art Blakey and 

the Jazz Messengers, then rejoined Mingus in 1958-1959.5 As stated earlier, Green was 

actually born in 1935 and was probably about 21 years old when he toured with Mingus. 

According to Mr. Green, this was on his second trip to New York, not his first as some 

references implied.6 A compilation disc of both Playin’ for Keeps and Testifying Time

seems to have the most detailed timeline as far as recording dates are concerned. This 

reference claims that Bunky joined Mingus in 1956, moved to Chicago in 1957.7

 After a short audition, the band immediately left for a gig in West Virginia, then 

back to New York, then the West Coast. “I impressed him [Mingus] because I could play 
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6 Bunky Green. Personal Conversation. 7 March 2009.

7 Playin" for Keeps and Testifyin" Time. Compilation Booklet. Lone Hill Jazz, 2007.
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anything from memory,” Green commented.8 The tour with Mingus proved to be very 

influential in Bunky’s mind. In a 2008 Jazz Times article he recalls:

  I learned part of what my style is based on from Mingus...Part of what I’m 

  known for stylistically is based on his approach. He told me that there was no 

  such thing as a wrong note. I realized that he was talking about tension and 

  release, where there has to be some sort of clash before a release. My style 

  is based about that. You can play almost any note along with any chord, as 

  long  as there’s resolution.9

 While on tour with Mingus, Mr. Green deepened his experimentation in playing 

more “outside” the chord changes and often recalls an experience he had while playing 

with the band in California, when he first met Ornette Coleman:

  We were playing a little jazz gig in Hollywood and he was in the audience. He 

  said “I really like the way you play, have you ever thought about playing 

  free?” And I didn’t know what the hell he was talking about. I thought he 

  meant like for no money. I thought “no, I want some money if I play.” And he 

  said “No, I mean just play, kind of play what you feel and not being harnessed 

  by chord changes so much.” And I said “sounds interesting,” but after that I 

  never thought about it - ‘til I head Lonely Woman. One of my friends took me 

  down, said “you’ve gotta hear this” you know. (Green, 4 Feb 2009)

9

8 Lloyd Sachs. “Bunky Green Bucks Jazz Convention.” Chicago Sun Times. 23 January 1996: Section 2 

Page 27

9 Bill Meredith. “Bunky Green: Teachin", Tourin", Kickin" A#%.” Jazz Times. June 2008: 44-45.



This conversation would be one of several seeds planted in Green’s mind that would 

lead him into developing his own unique concepts later on. Later on, in a 1977 

Downbeat article, Mr. Green reflects on Ornette’s influence: 

  When Ornette showed up he turned quite a few players around just simply 

  because everyone was looking for something fresh... If that was Ornette’s 

  only purpose, to be an agent to free people up, then he was essential.10

 Green left Mingus’ band and returned to Milwaukee. While living back in 

Milwaukee he met and was married to his wife Edith. Edith has been a constant source 

of inspiration throughout Mr. Green’s career. His next break came while still in 

Milwaukee. Bunky recalled the story in a radio interview with Bob Bednar in the mid 

nineties:

  Joe Segal heard a recording - a very rough recording I did - while I was in 

  Milwaukee and he said “this kid should be in Chicago.”... He cracked the 

  door. He had me come to the Showcase. At that time it was called the Gate of 

  Horn. And here’s the story, it was really a funny story. I left Milwaukee and the 

  car broke down. We had one of these old pieces of junk that just didn’t quite 

  make it. So, by the time we worked things out and I got to Chicago they were 

  playing the last tune. So here I walk in, a hick from Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

  with my horn and I say “Mr. Segal, I’m Bunky Green.” “Where have you been 

  man?!” You know he explodes. “Well here’s what happened, blah blah” and 

  then he said “Well get up on the stage, man. This is the last tune-” and I 
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  looked and on the stage was Johnny Griffin, Eric Dolphy, Wilbur Ware, Jody 

  Christian...I said “Oh my god.”11

 Joe Segal, who was and still is today a prominent club owner in Chicago proved to 

be a great asset for Mr. Green’s career and their relationship has stood the test of time. 

Segal went on to write the liner notes for several of Mr. Green’s early releases. With the 

ongoing support of Segal, and after getting a taste of the Chigago jazz scene, Bunky 

and his new wife, Edith, moved from Milwaukee to Chicago in 1957.

The Early Chicago Years 

 From 1957-1959 Bunky Green continued to frequent the weekly Monday night 

sessions at the Gate of Horn, where he gradually began to gain the admiration of 

Chicagoans, sharing the stage with players including Ira Sullivan, John Gilmore, and 

Nicky Hill, among others.12

 In 1960, Mr. Green’s career began to develop on a national scale. He had been 

building up a steady following in the Chicago area but without any recordings to his 

name, it was unlikely anyone outside of town would hear him. This changed in the fall of 

1960. His recording debut took place October 10th, 1960 as a sideman on a Willie 

Thomas session for VeeJay. The session included Bunky, Thomas, Chris Anderson on 

piano, Bob Cranshaw on bass, and Walter Perkins on drums. The album has never 

officially been released.13 This was the first of many negative experiences with the 
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12 Joe Segal. Liner Notes. Testifyin" Time. Argo, 1965.

13 Willie Thomas - organissimo jazz forums - The best jazz discussion forum on the web! http://

www.organissimo.org/forum/index.php?showtopic=2505
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recording industry Green faced throughout his career. Green reflected, “I cut some free 

things with Vee Jay records...The company shelved them at the time. I wonder what the 

influence on my career would have been if those things had been heard then, five years 

ago” (Quinn, 1966.)

 Only three weeks later on October 28th, 1960 he recorded his first album as a 

leader, My Babe. Here he was accompanied by Jimmy Heath on tenor, and a stellar 

rhythm section - Wynton Kelly on piano, Larry Ridley on bass, and Jimmy Cobb on 

drums. Like the Thomas session, this album was shelved by VeeJay and not released 

until ’66 on the Exodus label. (Lone Hill, 2007) The album was later rereleased on the 

Fresh Sounds label titled Step High.

 Less than two weeks after that, Mr. Green recorded a record with Chicago 

trumpeter Paul Serrano November 8, 1960. The album, entitled Blues Holiday features 

Serrano on trumpet, Jodie Christian (piano) Don Garrett (bass) and Pete LaRoca 

(drums.) Following the release of the album, the quintet began playing club dates 

throughout the midwest, which was Mr. Green’s first exposure outside the Chicago area 

since his relocation there (Bednar 1997.)

 The following year, April 11th and 17th, 1961 Mr. Green led two more sessions for 

Vee Jay, which were again shelved and not released to this day. Mr. Green groups 

these records with My Babe  in the 1966 Downbeat referring to them as “‘free’ 

things...rather like what some people call avant-garde today.” (Quinn 1966) These 

sessions included pianist Willie Pickens (the first of many collaborations) and bassist 

Donald Garrett. Green was again featured with Pickens on Eddie Harris’ The Lost 

Album Plus the Better Half in 1961. Its interesting to note that looking back from 1997 in 
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the Bednar interview, Bunky recalls that his recording career didn’t really begin until the 

Argo Recordings of 1965:

  Bednar: When did recording come into your life?

  Green: Uh, shortly after that [the Saunders big band, ca 1962-63], a couple of 

  years after that. I started to get a big name around town and this particular 

  cat named Chess -  the Chess brothers, the famous Chess Brothers- they 

  decided that they wanted to record me, and that was when my recording 

  career started.

  Bednar: Your first recording was with Chess?

  Green: With Chess, yes. At the time I think it was called Argo, 

  though. (Bednar, 1997)

 After the Harris session, Mr. Green’s next documented recording sessions are not 

until 1965. During this period he worked several gigs including playing baritone sax 

(Bednar 1997), and later alto in Red Saunders’ big band for nearly 18 months, and later 

with Manny Garcia’s Latin band. The influence of Latin jazz, like virtually everything else 

he was exposed to, stayed with him throughout his career:

  Outside of pure jazz I love Latin best because the rhythm is so strong I can 

  play anything from bop to ‘free’- anything I want. When I first joined Manny, I 

  asked him what kind of things he wanted me to play, and he said “Play 

  anything, man-we’ve got a beat for it” (Quinn 1966).

 In 1963, Mr. Green enrolled at Wright Junior College. Though his major was 

sociology,   he was involved in the small school’s music program. In 1964, during his 

period at Wright, Green experienced his most influential experience to date, and the 
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most frequently documented throughout his life. In nearly every interview and album 

liner notes from 1960 to the present he recalls the story and how it shaped his musical 

vision. 

 The school’s band director, John DeRoule invited Bunky to accompany the jazz 

band to Notre Dame University to play their collegiate jazz festival. He went along 

unaware that the festival was of any significance until the performance when he realized 

how large the crowd was. He was also unaware that his performance was being judged 

until he was awarded “Best Instrumentalist” and “All Around Musician,” earning him a 

scholarship to the Berklee School of Music in Boston, which he never pursued. 

Trumpeter Randy Brecker was present for the performance, competing with the Indiana 

University Jazz Band. Brecker recalled the first time he heard Mr. Green “...he was a 

student and he just played amazing. And in those circles in those days he was really, 

well, famous and he just played great at that festival.”14

 Also present in the audience were members from the U.S. State Department and 

upon hearing Green, invited him to do a state department-sponsored tour of France and 

North Africa, paired with a group from West Virginia State College. The tour consisted of 

four weeks in Algiers and two weeks in Paris. 

 Both destinations of the tour left lasting impressions on Mr. Green but Algiers was 

the more poignant. The North-African music had a lasting impact on him. One night 

while wandering through the Casbah Streets, he stumbled upon a group of musicians 

sitting in a circle. There was a musician playing a type of bagpipe native to that region of 

14
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the world. “The instrument had only one pipe and the guy kept squeezing the bag under 

his armpit, filling it with air,” Mr. Green recalls (Quinn, 1966). He joined in with his horn:

  And I heard this bagpipe player playing like that with such continuity and 

  knowing what he was doing and put it together - it was a package, just a 

  wonderful package. And I remember sitting there trying to play with him and 

  things coming into my head. I said, “some of those things that he’s playing 

  there are kind of around the fifth, thats still kind of got that quatro-perfect fifth 

  perfect fourth thing,” you know. And he was using all that as that kind of 

  interval and playing within it and resolving different ways that we don’t - 

  making the flat two like a leading tone, like a lower leading tone, and going to 

  those wonderful places in his music and I was just trying to hang in there, you 

  know, trying to hang in there (Green 2009).

 Though this one particular night is frequently cited as the turning point in Bunky’s 

mind concerning North African music, during the four week stay he was exposed to the 

music in depth. He reflects, “that was really the beginning of me thinking seriously that I 

could just get some way of playing that addressed that sort of thing” (Green 2009.) 

Other than purely rhythmic and harmonic inspirations, Mr. Green was also developing 

an emotional concept, which is perhaps equally prominent in his playing:

  Paris and Algiers were an important experience for me. They showed me, 

  among other things, that the playing of music has to be an unselfish thing, a 

  gesture of love; something you give because you have it to give without self- 

  consciously trying to impress anyone (Baline, 1960). 
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 Another significant experience happened around the same time in Mr. Green’s 

musical life, while back in Chicago. He was reading a book on piano voicings, 

specifically voicings built using the interval of a fourth. Mr. Green recalled the epiphany:

  I was utilizing voicings, piano voicings, that I found in this book, that were 

  voiced in fourths. And I recognized them I said “well this is fourths and thats 

  fourths and thats fourths, oh my god, as far as tertian harmony is concerned 

  you can really do all this in fourths” (Green, 2009).

This concept fused with the concepts Green had interpreted from his time in Algiers 

went on to become the cornerstones for what is his unique “inside-outside” playing. 

 Saxophonist Eddie Harris is widely credited with applying the concept of fourths to 

jazz improvisation. While it can never be completely proven, it is altogether probable 

that Green was actually first in developing this concept. In speaking about this concept 

he says “This is before people really made a thing of it,” (Green 2009) and also 

recalls Eddie Harris hearing him utilizing fourths and inquiring about it. He recalls his 

use of piano voicings:

  And I saw it and said “this has potential” so I can remember playing in 

  Chicago - I can’t remember the name of the club, maybe the Plugged 

  Nickel...I remember Eddie Harris coming down one evening and hearing me 

  play. (Green 2009)

 Again, there isn’t conclusive data at this time to prove one way or the other that 

Eddie Harris’ methods are in direct influence from Mr. Green’s, but it seems probable. 

As often in the case with innovations, other musicians were experimenting with similar 
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concepts at the same time. Oliver Nelson is another known innovator utilizing the 

concept of fourths in jazz. 

 About 1965-66 Mr. Green was enrolled in Roosevelt University and then later 

Chicago State University where he completed his undergraduate degree. It was during 

this time that his first brief recording hiatus came to a close and he recorded two more 

albums as a leader: Testifyin’ Time and Playing For Keeps as well as several others as 

a side man. Testifyin’ Time  was recorded February 18, 1965 with a sextet featuring 

pianist Billy Wallace, bassist Cleaveland Eaton, drummer Marshall Thompson, 

trumpeter Walter Strickland, and tenor/baritone saxophonist James Meyer. Two tracks 

were quartet with the remaining six being sextet. This album contains the important 

arrangement of “On Green Dolphin Street” which Green has cited as his first utilization 

of his concepts from Algiers  (Green, 4 Feb 2009).

 Mr. Green then did several sessions in October and November of 1965 with two 

vocalists: Fontella Bass and Billy Stewart. Several of the tunes recorded with Fontella 

Bass would go on to be Pop and R&B hit singles. 15

 The next album entitled Playing For Keeps was recorded soon after. This album 

was recorded in two separate sessions, one with a nonet in December 1965 and the 

other again with the quartet configuration on January 18th, 1966. The quartet featured 

Willie Pickens on piano, Cleveland Eaton on Bass, and Harold Jones on drums, and 

was utilized for seven tunes on the release, while the nonet was used on only three 

tunes  with Eaton on bass, Marshall Thompson on drums, Charles Stepney on piano, 

Warren Kime and Paul Serrano on trumpets, John Avant on trombone, Kenneth 

17
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Soderblom on tenor, and Eli Gutierrez on congas. One more quartet tune and two nonet 

tunes were never released. 

 1966 continued to be a busy recording year for Mr. Green. In early 1966 he had a 

particularly big break when he was asked to record with one of his all-time heroes, 

altoist Sonny Stitt. Green recalls the time to Bob Bednar:

  Sonny...was one of my mentors and I was so thrilled just to have the 

  opportunity to perform with him. And the idea came from the company. They 

  said “we’ve got this young dude who’s coming along and he’s making a lot of 

  noise around Chicago, let’s team him with the great Sonny Stitt” (Bednar 

  1997).

The recording session was supervised by Cannonball Adderly and took place on April 

15th, 1966. Bunky’s first encounter with Stitt was at the studio and he often recalls the 

amusing but historically relevant anecdote:

  [Stitt] walked away, and so I took a seat over the corner and he’s about, 

  maybe about fifteen feet away and he’s playing. He’s got his back kind of to 

  me, and sideways. And he’s playing all this sh-tuff! I mean he’s practicing - 

  playing incredibly. I can’t say what I’d like to say, but he is blowing! So I’m 

  thinking “oh my God!” And then I know this, I was looking down, I just 

  happened to look up, and as I looked up, as he was playing all this stuff, he 

  looked out of the corner of his eyes to check how I was taking it, you know? 

  And I thought “Uh oh, so this is the game...he’s out to mentally take me out, 

  right?” And so after he looked over, he finished practicing he looked at me 

  and said “man, you ready to play now? You’d better take out your horn. You’d 
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  better take out your horn and warm up.” And I said [very cooly] “that won’t be 

  necessary” (Bednar 1997).

 This story is particularly notable because Stitt, who was known for being an 

extremely competitive player, who had years of experience and reputation over the 

young Mr. Green, still saw him has a formidable match. Years later, upon meeting with 

Stitt, Stitt divulged to Green that his wife considered Soul in the Night the best album he 

had ever made, in her opinion (Bednar 1997.) 

 The following month, in May of 1966 he appeared on a Herb Lance album entitled 

The Comeback for the Chess Blues label which included Gene Barge, Cleveland Eaton, 

Maurice White and others.16

 Finally in November of 1966 Mr. Green recorded his fourth endeavor as a leader 

for Cadet: The Latinization of Bunky Green  which features a full latin rhythm section 

and vocals by well known soul group The Dells.

 Mr. Green’s most prolific recording period ended in 1967 with his fifth release as a 

leader, Visions. The session took place in New York, his first outside of Chicago, and 

included Wibur Bascomb, Hiram Bullock and Bob Cranshaw. After at least seven 

releases both as a leader and side man in little more than two years, he would not 

record again for more than eight years. Despite his increasing success and popularity 

on the scene, he all but completely removed himself from the public for several reasons, 

and this bold decision would go on to be absolutely essential in his development as a 

musician. 
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The Hiatus

 There were many factors that led to Bunky’s self-removal from the scene. Though 

the period is virtually undocumented, clues are left sporadically in later articles and liner 

notes. One main factor was his decision to continue his education. He enrolled at 

Northwestern University in pursuit of a Masters degree. There he studied classical 

saxophone with the great Fred Hempke. Green’s emersion in the classical repertoire left 

yet another lasting impression on his musical approach, namely that of pushing the 

technical boundaries of the saxophone beyond the extent many jazz musicians of the 

day were accustomed to:

  It opened my mind to the possibilities of the horn because you know, some of 

! ! that classical literature - let"s face it - there"s things in that literature that you 

! ! would never run by or try, because the jazz idiom never addresses things like 

! ! that. Some of the things are so highly technical... And then they experiment 

! ! with different things on the horn. Multiphonics and things started there. And in 

! ! terms of what the horn can do. In terms of how the horn can be free 

! ! octave-wise where you can makes skips - long skips. Before Eric Dolphy they 

! ! were doing that, oh my god, years ago, its part of the literature, its in the 

! ! literature... It just made me think beyond “what"s the next jazz record that"s 

! ! coming out.” I think it made me think more about world music, so to speak 

! ! (Green, 4 Feb 2009).

 Though Green was feeling extremely critical of a lot of the things he experienced in 

the jazz scene, he felt that if he was going to be openly critical he would have to have 

the credentials to back it up - another important reason he chose to return to school.
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 In the liner notes of Transformations, the 1976 release immediately following the 

hiatus Bunky talks to producer Ed Bland about his decision to return:

  I wanted to see what I could use from the school environment and what I had 

  to reject from it in order to let my own thing grow; but most of all I needed the 

  analytical terms to that I could talk about music with precision.17

 This idea of the rejection of ideas seems to be the underlying motivation 

throughout Green’s hiatus. Green had been growing increasingly frustrated with both 

the recording industry and his peers in the jazz community. He spoke about trying to 

utilize the concepts he had been synthesizing from Algiers, piano voicings, and other 

influences: 

  Couldn"t because guys wouldn"t let you. Because when you"re out there 

! ! playing nobody wants to hear it. You know, all I used to hear was “man let"s 

! ! playing something that swings, man lets get a grove.” And I can understand 

! ! where they were coming from - “let"s get a groove man, let"s play some 

! ! tunes.” And I"d say “well here"s a tonal center and let"s just play this phrase 

! ! here, and then let"s play.” Nobody wanted to hear that. They wanted tunes 

! ! with changes, you know, the whole nine yards. So that!s why I had to get 

! ! away from it [the scene], because I couldn"t use it. They wouldn"t let me use it 

! ! (Green, 4 !Feb 2009).

 Green noted that he felt musicians were no longer listening to one another. In the 

1977 Downbeat article he described jazz as “the conscious interplay between the 
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individual minds performing on the band stand” (Nolan, 1977) and felt that this essential 

ingredient was missing from many performance situations.

 He made another particularly important reference to this move in the same 

Downbeat article:

  It was about seven years ago that I actually felt I was reborn... That"s when I 

! ! stopped following and started playing - or trying to play - what I was hearing 

! ! instead of staying on the bandwagon where everybody wanted to be out of 

! ! Bird or Trane, or out of this thing or that thing. I love John Coltrane and 

! ! Charlie Parker so much I think I finally got their message and enough 

! ! courage to be me (Nolan, 1977).

 Not only did Green cease recording and performing during this time, he virtually 

stopped listening to jazz altogether. Like many musicians, he was so strongly influenced 

by Bird and Trane, that he felt he needed to shut himself off from their music in order to 

cultivate his own voice.

 After completing his Masters and earning more than 40 hours towards a doctorate 

from Northwestern, Bunky took a position teaching at Chicago State University in 1972 

(Meredith, 2008.) This job provided him with financial security he had never known 

before and began a teaching career that would last into the present.

The Vanguard Years

 Bunky’s reemergence took place in 1976 with the release of Transformations. After 

years removed from the scene, and after intense practice, Transformations was an apt 

title for the album. The album was released on the Vanguard label. This album featured 
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Al Dailey on piano, Billy Butler and Carl Lynch on guitar, Wilbur Bascomb on bass, 

Jimmy Johnson on drums, Al Chalk on percussion, Jeff Bova on synthesizer, and a brief 

guest appearance by the legendary Clark Terry on trumpet. 

 Recently recalling the album, Bunky stated “That was a period when I cut that... to 

this day - I think was rather far reaching, just the concept. You know, and to blatantly 

break up notes and things like that and [sings] and let the horn talk and become a 

voice” (Green, 4 Feb 2009).

 Transformations was recorded in New York City. While Green was in New York 

another session was taking place for Vanguard. It was an all-star date featuring Elvin 

Jones, James Moody, Clark Terry and Roland Prince. The rhythm section was filled out 

by Al Dailey once again on piano, Ange Allende on drums, and David Williams on bass. 

The group immediately invited Bunky to be included on the album and two of his own 

compositions were included as well: “Blues For Clark” and “Summit Song” (Bland, 

1976).

 The release of these two albums earned Green a good deal of exposure, including 

a lengthy article in the October 1977 Downbeat. Throughout this period, especially in 

the ’77 Downbeat Green was noticeably more outspoken then in earlier years. He was 

anxious to describe and defend his newfound voice and criticize the jazz community as 

a whole.

  The blatant contrast between his musical ideals between the ’66 and ’77 

Downbeat articles is notable. In the former, we see a still struggling Green who admits 

he will take most any gig to support his family. Speaking about his earlier work Bunky 

talked to Bill Quinn:
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  I can’t afford to satisfy my ego to that extent any more; I have a wife and kids 

  dependent on me now. If I played exactly what I feel all the time, I know I 

  wouldn’t get my message across to more than a handful of people around the 

  country - and that’s not enough to make it (Quinn, 1966).

With the financial security of a teaching job, this outlook changed for Bunky. He was 

now able to pick and choose the gigs he played, and the ones he did choose became 

increasingly rare:

  Right now I feel very good about being able to say “Hey, I don’t want it,” I 

  don’t have to go through all that stuff anymore. I went through it...I don’t need 

  a chance to blow, I get plenty of chances to do that...So that’s what is has 

  come down to and I’ll be extremely vocal. I just don’t have to deal with it 

  anymore (Nolan, 1977).

 Green worked once more with Elvin Jones on his Vanguard album Time Capsule 

in 1977. Green composed three of the five tunes on the record, with the acompaniment 

of George Coleman on tenor sax, Kenny Barron on electric piano, Ryo Kawasaki on 

guitar, Angel Allende on percussion, and Milt Hinton and Junie Booth on bass. Frank 

Wess - flute, and Frank Foster - soprano sax, are also featured on one tune “Digital 

Display.”18

 His final release of the 1970’s came in 1979 with Places We’ve Never Been again 

on the Vanguard label. He was once again accompanied by Albert Daily on piano and 

with the addition of Eddie Gomez on bass, Freddie Waits on drums, and Randy Brecker 
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on trumpet.19 Bunky spoke of this rhythm section in high regard, telling Bob Bednar, 

“Whatever you wanted done, they were able to obtain - whatever level of playing you 

wanted to reach they were right there with you” (Bednar, 1997)

 This album is widely considered the high-point of Green’s releases during this 

period. Green himself frequently refers to it in regards to the completion of the 

development of his mature style:

  Well see that"s where it kind of first came together, but there was a whole lot 

! ! of commercial stuff on that too, I mean straight ahead stuff too. Where there 

! ! was a reversion back into that safe area...But sometimes you can"t fight 

! ! against some other elements that pull you back into that thing. But when I 

! ! look at so many other things...like I was getting totally into where I was trying 

! ! to head. And then, we"ve gotta remember that when you record in New York, 

! ! there"s also people over your shoulder. Saying you know “Ok, let"s get 

! ! something in there that"s palatable too, that wasn"t palatable” (Green, 4 Feb 

! ! 2009).

! So although it seems Green"s harmonic and rhythmic devices were in full force by 

the late 1970"s, pressure from outside still stifled them from being consistently present. 

The fact that producer Ed Bland (who also produced Places We!ve Never Been, 

Transformations, and later Healing the Pain among others) composed one tune on both 

Summit Meeting and Time Capsule supports the statement Green added about the 

strong role of “people over your shoulder” during that period. In reference to Bland"s 

guidance on Summit Meeting Elvin Jones stated:
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! ! Ed Bland functions as an insightful, open, forthright, and fully participative 

! ! A&R person. I witnessed how he provides conceptual/interpretive counsel to 

! ! enhance the performances. Via his own un-intrusive but knowing approach, 

! ! he provides genuine professional interchange.20

This is not to imply that Bland himself was a stifling influence on Green’s creativity, just 

an example of one of the many outside influences during the studio recording process 

during the Vanguard period. 

1980 to the Present

 For the next 25 years, Green enjoyed a comfortable teaching career, performed 

seldom and recorded even less. In 1982, there was a release of a live performance from 

the International Association of Jazz Educators Convention, entitled Discover Jazz 

featuring Bunky Green and Willie Thomas, along with many other special guests.21 

 Green recorded his next album as a leader on the Mark label in 1987. There is 

very little information available on the album. It is entitled In Love Again and featured 

once again trumpeter Willie Thomas.22 The session took place June 27th and June 28th 

1987. This information seems to confirm at least some likelihood of the 1982 release 

with Thomas on the same label, though In Love Again is not listed on the same 

discography. 
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 In 1988 Green published an educational book for Jamey Aebersold Jazz originally 

titled Jazz in a Nutshell but later renamed Inside/Outide: A Shortcut to Jazz 

Improvisation. Twenty-one years later the book is still in print and selling consistently. 

Aebersold has approached Green in recent years with the possibility of a second 

publication. 

 Perhaps In Love Again is so sparsely documented because it is overshadowed by 

the much greater success of the following album Healing the Pain, recorded in 1989 

and released the following year. Again produced by Ed Bland, the rhythm section was 

Billy Childs on piano, Ralph Penland on drums, and Art Davis on bass. On this release, 

Bland was responsible for three of the twelve compositions, all taken from his score for 

the PBS 1989 TV Network Production of “A Raisin In The Sun.” The album received 

great acclaim, including a five-star rating in Downbeat magazine. 

 Bunky dedicated Healing the Pain to his parents, Lue Helen and Vernice Green, 

both of whom passed away around the same time before the album was recorded. Ed 

Bland conducted an interview in the album’s liner notes:

  They loved ballads; and I utilized ballads in this album because I felt that I 

  could express my innermost feelings in that format. A lot of thought and 

  planning went into putting this program together. I wanted to shape it so that 

  it expresses my feelings now; and I picked ballads that have special 

  meaning. I had the lyrics in mind as I played every ballad.23

 Also in 1989, Mr. Green made his first move since his relocation to Chicago some 

32 years prior. He left his position at Chicago State University after 17 years and moved 
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to Jacksonville, Florida to teach at the University of North Florida. Well-known educator 

Rich Matteson had left the esteemed North Texas State University in 1986 after 

teaching there for 13 years to found the American Music Program at UNF. The music 

program itself at UNF was founded in 1972. Matteson became aware of Mr. Green’s 

playing when he attended a Music Educators National Conference in Chicago in 1984. 

Green performed at the conference, and though Matteson only heard his cadenza of the 

last tune of the performance, he was immediately hooked and thus their personal and 

professional relationship was sparked. He spoke with Bob Bednar about how he came 

into the position at UNF:

  Years later, Rich called me, and encouraged me to apply for the job down 

! ! here. Bruce Sylva was the director at that time ...and Bruce had me to 

! ! perform with the band, and I liked it down here. I saw the ocean and I thought 

! ! “ah, yes, I could handle this” (Bednar, 1997).

 Mr. Green applied and got the job, and moved from Chicago to the Jacksonville 

home where they still reside, 20 years later. The large but suburban city of Jacksonville 

was of course a contrast after living in Chicago for more than 30 years. Bunky recalls to 

Bill Meredith for JazzTimes:

  It certainly isn’t Chicago. Everything was at my fingertips there. My intention 

  was to come down here for a year and check out the UNF jazz program. I 

  figured I could never leave Chicago. But in between, something happened. I 

  got some great students (Meredith, 2008).

When Rich Matteson passed away in 1993, Mr. Green took over as director of jazz 

studies at UNF, a position he still maintains. 
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 During his educational career, Mr. Green was heavily involved in the International 

Association for Jazz Education. He served as president of the organization from 

1990-1992 and was inducted into the IAJE Jazz Hall of Fame in 1999 (Meredith, 2008). 

He was also appointed permanent chair of the Past Presidents Counsel for the 

association. 24

 In 1995 Downbeat included Bunky in an article citing leading jazz educators who 

were also respected players. Other performer-teachers cited were Gary Burton, Gerald 

Wilson, Jackie McLean, and Rufus Reid. In 2003 Downbeat inducted Green into the 

Hall of Fame for Jazz Educators.

 Mr. Green did appear as a guest on Clark Terry’s Having Fun in 1990 once again 

for the Delos Label and pianist Travis Shook’s Self Titled album which included a 

version of Green’s composition “Little Girl I’ll Miss You” which he had originally recorded 

on Places We’ve Never Been. Shook’s debut album included the late Tony Williams on 

drums, as well as Ira Coleman on bass.

 After 17 years without a record as a leader, Mr. Green finally released his most 

recent studio album in 2006. Entitled Another Place the album was produced by long-

time protege Steve Coleman for the Paris based record company Label Bleu. Coleman 

assembled the rhythm section of Jason Moran on piano, Lonnie Plaxico on bass, and 

Nasheet Waits on drums. Nasheet is the son of Freddie Waits, who recorded on Places 

We’ve Never Been 27 years earlier. Bunky was hesitant about heading back into the 

studio:
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  I wasn’t really hot on recording another album ‘cause I’ve been ripped off by 

  so many record companies. But Steve said it wouldn’t be like that, and talked 

  me into it. I’m glad, because it gave my career a jump-start (Meredith, 2008).

 Another Place received great acclaim, like Healing the Pain. Downbeat awarded 

the album five stars and later cited it as one of the top albums of 2006. Being on a 

European label helped the album get better distribution throughout Europe. The 

following live release wouldn’t have been conceived had it not been for Rainer 

Haarmaan, the Artistic Director of the JazzBaltica having read the Downbeat review of 

the album:

  In autumn 2006 I read a CD review in Downbeat which gripped my attention. 

  Not simply because it was full of praise, more so because I had heard of all 

  the sidemen, but not the leader of the album. This brought me to follow his 

  tracks and invite him to Salzau.25

 Mr. Green performed at the JazzBaltica festival in 2007, his first performance ever 

in Germany. The performance was noted by Jazztheik magazine as one of the best of 

the year in Germany, and Haarmann and the other organizers of Jazz Baltica 

approached Green about releasing the performance as a live album. The album was 

named The Salzau Quartet Live at Jazz Baltica and featured young German musicians 

Eva Kruse on bass and Carsten Daerr on piano, as well as Nasheet Waits on drums. 

Green talked about the experience with Bill Meredith.

  They paired me with some younger German players who are well known in 

  that area, and they play with a free approach! They learned the music really 
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  well, but played free. I had to be flexible to function in that environment 

  (Meredith, 2007).

 In 2008 Mr. Green would return to the Jazz Baltica festival as a headliner and 

guest of honor. He was asked to invite any other horn players he wished and chose 

Stefano Di Battista and Greg Osby. He will again be performing this summer for the third 

consecutive year at the Jazz Baltica festival. 

 Now at age 75 Bunky Green seems to be at the height of his playing ability, and is 

finally getting some of the the recognition he has deserved for decades. With that 

recognition comes freedom. He is now finally free to play the way he’s been hearing in 

his head since the early years of his career.
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Bunky Green’s career at a glance

• 1952 First move to New York

• 1956 Second move to New York, tour with Charles Mingus

• 1957 Move to Chicago

• 1960 Debut Album My Babe recorded

• 1963 Enrolls at Wright Junior College

• 1964 Wins awards at Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival, travels to Paris, Algiers

• 1965 Records Testifyin’ Time and Playing For Keeps, Enrolls at Roosevelt University

• 1966 Records Soul in the Night with Sonny Stitt, The Latinization of Bunky Green

• 1967 Records Visions 

• ca 1968 Enrolled in graduate school at Northwestern University

• 1972 accepts teaching position at Chicago State University

• 1976 Transformations, Summit Meeting recorded

• 1977 Time Capsule with Elvin Jones Recorded

• 1979 Places We’ve Never Been Recorded

• 1982 Live at IAJE recorded

• 1987 In Love Again recorded

• 1988 Inside/Outside published by Jamey Aebersold Jazz

• 1989 Accepts teaching position at University of North Florida

• 1989 Healing the Pain recorded

• 1990-1992 President of IAJE

• 1993 Becomes director of Jazz Studies at UNF

• 1999 Inducted into IAJE Jazz Hall of Fame
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• 2003 Inducted into Downbeat Hall of Fame for Jazz Education

• 2006 Another Place recorded

• 2008 The Salzau Quartet Live at Jazz Baltica released
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Chapter Two
Stylistic Analysis
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 Bunky Green’s style is something he himself refers to as “inside/outside.” He says 

“Well, what I’ve done, is sort of organize a systematic approach to playing in and out, 

but it has my stamp on it, the stamp of Bunky Green” (Nolan, 1977). Later, in the 1989 

liner notes to Healing the Pain Mr. Green puts inside/outside playing into perspective:

  I generally play the essential shape of the harmony rather than the harmony 

  of the tune. However, I make periodic token visits to the standard chords. 

  This i what makes me an inside/outside player. The listener wonders “Where 

  is he?” And then when I intersect with the more standard features of the tune, 

  the listener says, “Oh there he is; he’s not lost. And neither are we” (Bland, 

  1989).

Evidence of the development of this inside/outside style can be seen early on in his 

career but some changes did occur as well; namely rhythmically. In that same article Mr. 

Green says:

  Before, I seldom thought about rhythm, I just played changes - played lines - 

  and that was it. I gave more thought to the lines than I gave to rhythm. My 

  playing was kind of a continuous flow of lines, but now the lines are more 

  broken. Before I would play and very seldom take a breath because there 

  was very little space (Nolan, 1977).

 This analysis will first examine two solos from Mr. Green’s early period, where we 

see this continuous flow of lines. Examples from other sources, which serve to link the 

two periods, will be examined. Following that, two solos from more recent years where 

the lines are in fact more broken will be examined.
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Solo on Paul Serrano’s Blues Holiday

 All transcribed examples will be shown in the alto saxophone key of Eb in order to 

better illustrate how the notes lay on the horn. 

 To begin breaking down Bunky Green’s improvising style, it seems appropriate to 

start with a blues, one of the most basic chord progressions in the jazz idiom. The track 

“Blues Holiday” comes from Paul Serrano’s album also titled Blues Holiday and having 

been recorded in 1960, contains some of the earliest examples of Green in existence. 

 In this solo we hear a strong influence of Charlie Parker. This may be partially due 

to the fact that Mr. Green considers Parker and the blues to be linked. Talking to Ed 

Bland in 1989 Green said:

  Bird was one of the last great Bluesmen; but of course he was much more 

  than that. He opened up a whole new area in which musicians could create 

  their melodies. And he influenced every subsequent jazz improviser 

  regardless of the instrument (Bland, 1989).

 More than actual vocabulary taken straight from Bird, very close similarities in the 

phrasing of lines are present. 

 This solo will examine in some detail as to establish a basis for Green’s 

improvising style. All subsequent solos will be examined only in excerpts, as to highlight 

additions to Green’s approach. 

 Mr. Green begins the solo with a variation of the last phrase of Serrano’s solo. 

Although this is a common device in jazz, It’s interesting to note that he didn’t play the 

phrase verbatim.
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Serrano’s last phrase (transposed to the Alto Sax key of Eb):

            

 The phrase, beginning on beat 3 of the first measure, is a blues cliché frequently 

used by many jazz musicians. Green takes the phrase and elongates it, as seen here in 

measures 4-5.

Green’s first phrase:

 The next phrase, measures 6-12 is basically a typical bebop line outlining the 

chord progression. The first section of the phrase is a steady stream of eighth notes 

with the exception of one triplet “turn” which serves to embellish the line as well as place 

the chord-tones on the strong beats of the measure. This technique is one of the 

foundations of the bebop language innovated by Charlie Parker. The whole line is very 

Parker-esque in it direction. 

 The last measure of the phrase, measure 12 leading from the V back to the I chord 

is worth noting because its a simple major scale melody that Green maintains in one 

form or another throughout his career. What’s unique about it in this case is how he 

elongates the rhythm and even “lays back” on it slightly. This is a glimpse of things to 
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come in Green’s career: his use of playing in and out of time with the rhythm section in 

order to create tension and release. Later he would often intersperse very harmonically 

simple phrases such as this one with much more harmonically complex vocabulary, thus 

creating another kind of tension and release. 

Measures 12-13:

 The following phrase begins the 2nd chorus of blues. This phrase is particularly 

interesting for several reasons. Mr. Green plays a short eighth note phrase, then shifts it 

up a fourth, a typical way to deal with the I7-IV7 movement in the blues. The phrase 

itself however, contains the interval of a fourth within it, which creates an overall pattern 

of fourths from the notes D to G then to C. Whether this is just a typical blues-based 

phrase or the seeds of Mr. Green’s more fourth based harmonic principals is impossible 

to say. To the listeners ear, however, it sounds more harmonically advanced than a 

typical blues cliché.

 Rhythmically, this phrase is also intriguing. Green deliberately plays the first two 

bars of the phrase out of time, then immediately snaps back in to time by the third bar. 

This combined with the harmonic movement of fourths gives the line an overall shape 

that’s far from what is typically considered bluesy. 
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Measures 13-15:

 In measure 16, Mr. Green outlines an Ab7 leading into the C7 of the fourth 

measure of the blues form. This substitution is caught by the rhythm section and is also 

implied in the melody of the tune. This substitution of upward movement of a half-step in 

chord structure is a technique that Mr. Green uses frequently in his career, whereas 

Parker would typically tend to move downward in half-steps. The rest of the phrase (m. 

16-19) is again a typical bebop eight note line ending with a syncopated blues phrase. 

Green plays on the front end of the beat, or even tends to rush measure 19, again 

exhibiting early glimpses at his flexible time concept. 

 The concluding phrase of the second chorus is once again a fairly typical bebop 

line. Mr. Green outlines the iii IV ii V7 I progression commonly implemented over the 

blues form by bebop players. 

 Measures 24-26 offer the clearest example of a direct assimilation of Charlie 

Parker’s vocabulary in Green’s music. Green leads up to the top of the third chorus with 

a typical 3-4-b5-5 guide tone motion. Then the bass proceeds in playing a ‘pedal’ bass 

line for the next four bars. Green reacts by playing a 4-3 triplet phrase which Parker 

used on many occasions. Before the line is completed as one might expect, he 

immediately alters it by jumping up to the b7, sustaining the note, and completing the 

phrase with another typical blues scale-based phrase. 
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Measures 24-28:

 In his typical fashion, the next phrase once again creates tension, alternating with 

the fairly consonant and bluesy phrase preceding it. Green does this by burying a tritone 

substitution within a line. The phrase begins with a repetition of the motif from the 

beginning of the solo. The Green uses an exaggerated bend on the notes that makes 

the phrase sound reminiscent of a human voice singing. He then outlines a C7 for one 

bar, followed by a Gb7 for the first half of the following bar. The phrase then resolves 

back to G7 implying a D7#9 in the movement. 

Measures 29-31:

 Green seems to anticipate the resolution in the second half of measure 30 going 

into measure 31. Whether or not this was intentional, later in Green’s career he did use 

the technique of anticipating chords before the rhythm section arrived at them as 

another technique of creating tension. 

 The concluding phrase of the third chorus is once again mostly ‘inside’ the chord 

changes. Green once again outlines the iii-VI-ii-V7-I chords, but this time with a slightly 

more broken rhythmic line. His phrase also continues over the bar-line into the next 

chorus. 
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 The fourth chorus follows a similar formula as the previous two choruses. He again 

begins the phrase with a sustained note, and again bends it exaggeratedly imitating 

what a blues singer might do. Green once again outlines the Ab7 over the third bar of 

the form. He takes a rather interesting approach to this up-a-half-step movement by 

playing the same melodic ‘shape’ over the G7, then shifting it for the Ab7 then back 

down again, but this time playing it over the C7. Additionally, he once again anticipates 

the change to the C7 by offsetting the phrase on beat 4 of the measure preceding it. 

Note that he doesn’t transpose the notes up exactly one half step, but merely maintains 

the same rhythmic and harmonic shape.

Measures 39-41:

Once again, the last phrase of the chorus clearly outlines the turn-around changes.

 The fifth and final chorus of Green’s solo opens with three measures of pure blues.  

He then outlines the G7 of the fourth measure and very clearly resolves to the C7 which 

he seamlessly blends into another triplet blues phrase. This phrase again anticipates 

the resolution back to G7 two beats early. Measure 55-56 Green once again clearly 

outlines the iii-VI movement, and once again anticipates the Am7 chord of measure 57 

by one beat. In the final measure of the form, Green ends his solo with by altering the 

D7 chord with a #5 #4 #9 and b9. This could also be looked at as a simple tritone 

substitution of Ab7.
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Measures 59-61:
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Solo On Counter Punch

 Recorded within the same two weeks as Blues Holiday, Bunky Green’s debut 

album My Baby shows more dramatic evidence of the beginning of his improvising style. 

The tune “Counter Punch” has been selected, an original tune where the chord changes 

are strictly chains of ii-V’s. After the blues, ii-V chord movements are some of the most 

frequently dealt with in the jazz idiom, so “Counter Punch” is an appropriate next step. 

 The tune is a 32-bar AABA form. Mr. Green’s solo begins simply enough by clearly 

outlining the first two bars with a typical be-bop phrase, but already begins adding 

substitutions by the third measure. Within the Gm7-C7 he buries an F#7 tritone 

substitution on beats two and three, and then uses chromaticism in resolving to the 

FMaj7 by approaching the third from a half step below and then the fifth from a half step 

above. 

Measures 1-4:

 In Green’s 1985 book he discusses the use of substitutions within ii-V’s. He refers 

to the idea of combining regular ii-Vs with their substitution counterparts as 

“hybridization.”26 He utilizes this concept throughout this solo, almost methodically 

approaching each ii-V with a similar harmonic approach.
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 The following phrase begins with what Mr. Green refers to in his book as 

“sequential imitation” (Green, 1985). The first measure of the phrase begins by imitating 

the shape of the first measure of the first phrase. The first phrase, however begins on 

the sixth degree of the minor chord resolving to the second degree while the second 

phrase begins on the #4 resolving to 5. 

Measure 1:      Measure 5:

                 

 The third phrase in measures 9-10 contain the most dramatic example of 

suspension so far. Mr. Green outlines a D7 with a #9 and #5 in beats 3 and 4 of 

measure 9, then where the chord should resolve to GMaj7 deliberately holds the #9 of 

the D7 chord, finally resolving on beat 4 just before moving on to the Gm7 chord of 

measure 11. 

Measures 9-11:

 The 6th and 7th measures of each A section of Counter Punch are the only ones 

that don’t move in a strict ii-V motion. Instead the bass moves down in whole steps 
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before turning around back to Amin7. Each time this happens, Mr. Green approaches 

with the same basic movement using scaler patterns. 

Measures 13-14:

 By the time Mr. Green approaches the bridge, his rhythmic and harmonic 

complexity is in full force. He maintains a clear rhythmic motif throughout the entire eight 

measure bridge - beginning each shape with a sixteenth note triplet (or some close 

variable) followed by eighth note lines. What gives the phrase interest and vitality is the 

fact that each fragment begins on a different part of the measure and beat. The phrase 

begins on beat one of measure 17, then on beat four of measures 18 and 19,beat two of 

measure 21, then beat three of measure 22, finally climaxing with a string of triplets in 

measure 23 which then resolve the phrase. The resulting effect obscures the simple 

chord structure of the phrase while maintaing clear logical phrasing.

 Harmonically, the bridge is also very motivic. The first four measures utilize 

chromaticism to create tension. The most notable straying from the harmony is in 

measure 18, where Green outlines a B Major triad over the CMaj7 chord, once again 

suspending resolution until beat three. 
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Measures 17-18:

The following four measures consistently utilize the #9 and b9 of each dominant chord, 

creating harmonic continuity.

 The last A section of the solo goes back to some of the initial themes from earlier 

in the solo. In measures 28-29 we once again see the same shape that was used in 

measures 1 and 5, but this time displaced to being on the “and of three” instead of the 

“and of one.” Measures 30-31 follow a similar pattern as measures 6-7 and 14-15, then 

Mr. Green tastefully ends the solo with a blues scale-based phrase. 
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Supplemental Analysis

 In Mr. Green’s educational book Inside Outside, he explains several of his 

concepts in his own words. In addition, he includes two example solos which he has 

written out over two more tunes containing mostly ii-V movement - “Tune Up” and 

“Groovin’ High.” These solos serve to clearly illustrate his own improvising techniques, 

as well as fill in a gap in his history around 1980-1985 - a period from which few audio 

examples are currently available. 

 On the solo for “Tune Up” Mr. Green methodically demonstrates what he refers to 

in the book as “multi-colored ii-V’s” or ii-V phrases that contain multiple types of 

substitutions synthesized into one phrase. On interesting thing about this solo is that Mr. 

Green uses a single shape eight times in just 31 measures. This shape is either 

7-6-9-7-5-3 or 3-9-5-3-1-6 of the major key and is used over both the major and their 

relative minor chords. In the very first phrase we see an example outlining the shape in 

E Major over the relative minor of C#m in measure 1 and then over B Major in measure 

3. 

 

 Measures 1-3:

Since this shape fits over both major and minor (and dominant for that matter, although 

he doesn’t use it in this solo) and can start on either the 7th or 3rd of the major, or the 
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5th or 9th of the relative minor, the shape serves to outline chords using their upper 

structure extensions while serving to abstract the line. The shape also contains the 

interval of a fourth within it.   

 In measures 16-18 of this solo we see a very clear example of rhythmic 

displacement. Mr. Green takes the same rhythmic phrase but offsets it by starting it on 

different beats; first the on the 1, then “and of four” then the “and of three” then the “and 

of two,” the final time altering the chord with a b13. 

Measures 16-19:

The following phrase logically continues the pattern, this time picking it up midway, 

starting on the “and of four.”

 The solo on “Groovin’ High” is constructed in a very similar way. It contains much 

of the same harmonic vocabulary as “Tune Up.” One difference between to the two 

solos is that more effort may have been given here to exemplify what Mr. Green refers 

to as “Rhythmic Vitality.” In measure 4, triplets are used to ornament rhythmically, 

without changing the eighth note line. This is a technique Mr. Green talks about 

perviously in the book.

 Most notably, the solo on “Groovin’ High” doesn’t approach each ii-V as 

methodically as “Tune Up” instead, phrases are broken up into different lengths, 

extending over the bar lines. This is partially due to the nature of the tune, where there 
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are two bars of a major chord before each ii-V. The best example is measures 23-27, 

where the phrase starts at the beginning of one ii-V but connects to the following one, 

and resolves midway through a third ii-V on the Dm7 of measure 27. 

Measures 23-27:

 Jumping ahead to Mr. Green’s 1989 release Healing the Pain another important 

aspect of Mr. Green’s technique is showcased: that of the use of wide intervals. Many 

descriptions of Mr. Green’s playing are quick to sight Eric Dolphy in an attempt to frame 

this technique. When we were speaking about his hiatus period when he pursued his 

Master’s degree and studied classical saxophone, Mr. Green cited the classical training, 

however, not Dolphy, as his influence:

! ! Well what it did, it opened my mind to the possibilities of the horn because 

! ! you know, some of that classical literature - let"s face it - there"s things in that 

! ! literature that you would never run by or try because the jazz idiom never 

! ! addresses things like that. Some of the things are so highly technical that it 

! ! takes so much just to get into the playing of the music. I mean you spend 

! ! months working on - I mean we work on tunes and get it together in a day - 

! ! you spend months just perfecting and getting things down. And then they 

! ! experiment with different things on the horn. Multi-phonics and things started 

! ! there. And in terms of what the horn can do. In terms of how the horn can be 
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! ! free octave-wise where you can makes skips - long skips. Before Eric Dolphy 

! ! they were doing that, oh my God, years ago, it"s part of the literature, it"s in 

! ! the literature. So it just lets you know what you can do... And you just see all 

! ! kinds of possibilities. So that"s what that did for me, it just made me think 

! ! beyond “what"s the next jazz record that"s coming out” (Green, 2009) 

 The most stunning example of Mr. Green’s use of large intervals is the melody to 

his tune “Seashells.” The entire 16-bar melody is comprised of large intervals, the 

largest being an octave plus a major 6th. Combine these intervals with the blazing fast 

tempo of about 275 beats per minute and the display of technique is amazing.

“Seashells” Melody:
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 Rhythmically the melody follows an almost hypnotic pattern. In the liner notes of 

the album, Mr. Green makes a very revealing statement about his concept:

  The thing I should stress most is that my first responsibility as an improvisor 

  is to create a continuity, a continuity that generates its own logic. The 

  dominant means I use to accomplish this is through the creation of rhythmic 

  motifs; these motifs dominate, create and sustain the continuity. Lastly I 

  shape and bend the melodic and harmonic structures of the tunes to my own 

  expressive ends, visiting and departing as I think appropriate (Bland, 1989).
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Solo on “Who Can I Turn To?”

 On Healing the Pain we see an expansion of many of the ideas that were in 

development in his earlier years. Most notably with the passage of time we hear a 

rhythm section that is freer with time and space, allowing Mr. Green to more freely 

implement his trademark fluctuation of time. 

 The album was an emotional one for Mr. Green, citing the recent death of both of 

his parents. In the liner notes of the album, he talks to producer Ed Bland about his 

utilization of ballads:

  The slow tempos tend to accentuate the pain I felt - pain which I was 

  constantly trying to transcend. What I couldn’t say in words about those 

  feelings, I knew I could say with my horn. After all, that’s what music is all 

  about (Bland, 1989).

 Interestingly, in Inside Outside Mr. Green makes a similar statement regarding 

expressing in music saying “Remember, the final goal of music is to imitate the entire 

range of human emotions” (Green, 1985).  

 With the chord changes moving by very slowly in “Who Can I Turn To,” the song 

allows Mr. Green to explore each chord in depth. The song is in the alto key of A Major 

and the form is ABAB’. The changes Mr. Green solos over are a somewhat simplified 

version of the standard ones. This is an example of the bending of harmonic structures 

that was mentioned earlier. 

 The solo begins with a two measure ii-V (in half the time of the rest of the solo, 

which is double time from the melody.) Mr. Green plays a very fast line which when 
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analyzed could imply the superimposed changes Bm7-Bb7-Ab7-E7-A7-B7-F#7-Fm7 

finally resolving to A Major. Of course each chord is not fully outlined and much of the 

line could be considered chromaticism, but this type of mixture of movement in whole 

steps, half steps, fourths, fifths, and tritones is typical of Mr. Green when he wishes to 

create harmonic motion. It is important to note that everything he plays is precise and 

logical, not just a blind attempt at playing “outside the changes.” 

Measures 1-2:

 The rhythms shown here are not exact, as Mr. Green is not playing exactly in time. 

At the top of the form here, the rhythm section switches into double time and we see Mr. 

Green using a good deal of space, compared to his earlier recordings. 

Measures 3-5:
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 Mr. Green speaks about his concept of space at length in the 1977 Downbeat 

article “Alto Transformer.” Citing the example of the tune “Europa” on Transformations 

which was newly released at the time he says:

  ...on that tune I play spaces. I never did that before, and now I’m finding out 

  that in music the spaces are as important as the notes. I’m learning how to 

  deal with space and space is part of music - but nobody told me that before. 

  Maybe things were moving so fast I never had time to focus on it... 

 Measures 11 and 12 introduce a key motif in this solo. That of the use of intervals 

of fourths and fifths to outline a chord. This is a direct departure from the typical bebop 

style of stacking chords in thirds. 

Measures 11-12:

Here Mr. Green uses this motif as a launching point to build momentum in the solo. 

Measures 13-14 he manipulates the theme by stretching it out, then in measure 15 uses 

it as a jumping off point for a phrase of syncopated upward chromaticism. This builds to 

the V chord which he fully alters using the b9 b13 b5 and #9. He resolves the phrase 

once again using the interval of fourths to outline the A Major chord in measure 19, 

which simultaneously effectively delays its resolution to beat 4 of the measure. 
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Measures 18-20:

 Measures 20-23 outline a ii-V going to C# minor. Upon resolution, we see some of 

Mr. Green’s Latin influence when he superimposes a double-time latin rhythm over the 

swing feel, which he uses to propel him into yet another chromatic ascension in 

measures 25-26.

Measures 23-27:         
                     

 Measures 27-29 Mr. Green once again uses a large amount of space, and 

tastefully alludes to the melody of the tune. He then immediately contrasts this with a 

five and a half measure stream of harmonically complicated 16th notes 

 In measure 30 over an E7, Mr. Green plays implies F#7-F6/9-Ebm7-F#m before 

arriving at the B Augmented chord of measure 31. Here, he plays a whole tone based 

phrase, and hangs on it, modulating the rhythm with each repeat. When he reaches the 
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Bm7 chord of measure 33 he simply alters two notes of the motif to make it fit over that 

chord. 

Measure 30-31:

 The line is once again linked in measure 33 with another syncopated chromatic 

ascension, followed by an ascending fully altered scale, then once again outlining an 

Fm7 chord to imply the altered #9 and b9 of the E7 chord. Mr. Green once again 

deceptively resolves, choosing to hang on the b5 of the A Major chord of measure 35.

Measure 34-35:

 The following phrase once again leaves a substantial amount of space and Mr. 

Green melodically plays short diatonic phrases. He then contrasts again with 16th note 

chromaticism, followed a driving ascending line played against the time of the rhythm 

section. The line begins implying melodic minor then modulates to whole tone-based 

harmony, and finally back to the fourth intervals seen throughout the solo. The line 

climaxes once again with a descending minor chord to outline the altered sound of the 
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E7, this time Bbm7. Following the same pattern as most every other phrase, Mr. Green 

once again delays resolution, this time sustaining the sound of the E7b9#9 resolving to 

A Major on beat two of measure 43. 

Measures 39-43:

 

 The next phrase once again returns to the sparse phrasing and diatonic material in 

an even more minimalist way. This time Mr. Green just takes a three note phrase, using 

the notes E C# and B, and again manipulates their rhythmic value and beat placement. 

He then blatantly throws in an A Blues phrase, which propels the next phrase. 

Measures 46-48:

  

 The rest of this solo follows a similar rhythmic and harmonic pattern as the 

aforementioned phrases. Mr. Green creates tension by playing against the rhythmic 
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pulse and superimposing complex harmonies to increase motion, then releases the 

tension by playing sparse diatonic lines. 

 Kevin Bales is a pianist who was a student of Mr. Green’s, then went on to record 

and perform with him on many occasions from the early 1990’s to the present. He had 

this to add about Mr. Green’s solo construction:

  I think the most important thing about playing with Bunky is understanding his 

! ! phrasing. He tells a story in everything he plays, and you have to listen 

! ! closely to support where he is going. Too often, rhythm section players think 

! ! only about the song form, or one chorus deep. Bunky thinks/hears entire 

! ! forms encompassing many choruses, creating complex and spontaneous 

! ! shapes. You consider this like a symphonic form... One thing I learned from 

! ! Bunky is that both harmony and rhythm are really facets of form.27
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Solo on “It Could Happen to You”

 On Mr. Green’s most recent studio recording Another Place we hear perhaps the 

fullest realization of his style to date. Here time becomes completely fluid, both in the 

saxophone and in the rhythm section. The accompaniment of Moran, Waits, and Plaxico 

is the freest of any of his records. “It Could Happen To You” is a well known standard, 

and is the first take of the whole session. The listener can almost hear the rhythm 

section getting to know Mr. Green’s approach. 

  Kevin Bales gives a very poignant description of Mr. Green’s time concept:

  Bunky's time concept is very fluid. He definitely swings, and widely varies the 

! ! placement of his eight-notes. Some may hear this as rushing, or dragging. In 

! ! my many conversations with him about music, he references the rhythmic 

! ! complexity of both Louis Armstrong and Billie Holiday. I hear the same thing 

! ! in Bunky's playing; he can play a flurry of notes that may appear out-of-time, 

! ! and then place one or two notes perfectly in place, focusing the contrast of all 

! ! the others. So many musicians think of swing as only being between two 

! ! eight notes; Bunky does it over whole phrases. As an accompanist, it's 

! ! important to understand what he is doing and just lay down the time so that 

! ! the contrast is felt; he does like for the musicians the phrase with him but 

! ! groove is everything. Without a groove from the rhythm section, I think his 

! ! very complex rhythmic approach can lose it's meaning. Of course, he also 

! ! explores rubato and every other rhythmic textures as well (Bales, 2009).

! This solo begins much more abruptly than any past recording reviewed. After 

stating only the first six measures of the melody, Mr. Green breaks away with his 
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improvised solo. He then only makes brief visits to the melodic content of the melody 

throughout his solo, a technique we"ve seen to a lesser extent in  “Who Can I Turn To.”

 The phrase beginning with measure nine contains a very interesting line of broken 

rhythms in fourths and fifths, altering the intervals to fit the chord changes.  

Measures 9-11:

Rhythmically, the line is almost in half time, and plays against the rhythm section. 

 Measure 15 begins with the same shape which was demonstrated at length in the 

example solo on “Tune Up.” This ii-V resolves to the 2nd A section of the form where Mr. 

Green launches into a sort of “three against four” rhythmic run out of time and outside 

the standard changes. Again, approximate rhythmic notation is used here.

Measures 15-19:

Measures 29-33 contain another interesting alteration of the harmony on Mr. Green’s 

part. He begins the phrase by outlining the Dm7 chord, then an E Major chord. He 
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sustains the E Major sound for two full bars before playing a D Major triad, which then 

finally resolves back to C Major on beat three of measure 33.

Measures 29-33:

The phrase is broken up in such a way that it creates even more tension then the 

harmonic motion alone. 

 Much like the previously analyzed solos, Mr. Green tends to alternate between 

playing a phrase outside the changes and out of time, with one that tends to swing with 

the rhythm section and establish the tonality of the song. “It Could Happen To You” may 

be the most dramatic example of this yet. Mr. Green’s playing seems to come unhinged 

from that of the rhythm section in phrases like the above measure 29, then immediately 

snaps back into place in measure 34. Measures 35 are so blatantly in time that its 

almost as if Mr. Green is intending to establish the time himself by laying down six 

quarter notes right down the middle of the beat.

Measures  35-37:
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 In measures 47-48 we see two of Mr. Green’s most commonly used shapes linked 

together. The first is the shape illustrated earlier, the second is one Mr. Green commonly 

uses to quickly outline minor chords with a 1-2-3-5 (or 4 in some cases)-2-1 shape. 

Harmonically, he substitutes on both measures, the first an up-a-half-step figure and the 

second a minor 3rd up from the Dm7.

Measures 47-49:

 Measures 61-64 include a long laid back descending diminished scale, followed by 

Mr. Green once again snapping back into time at measure 65. He maintains several of 

the same motifs from the first chorus including the driving quarter note lines. In 

measures 69-71 Mr. Green ingeniously quotes the melody, but transposes up a fourth 

which seamlessly resolves to the Em7(b5) chord of measure 71. 

Measures 69-71:

 Measures 81-89 definitely contain one of the more notable “outside” phrases of 

this solo. Mr. Green launches into a stream of eight notes against the rhythm section. 

The line is basically utilizing chromaticism but its shape is formed using intervals of 

whole steps and half steps which make it seem to focus around a single tonal center - 
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that of F. He uses the F# (the flat two of the key) frequently as a leading tone resolving 

to F which, as mentioned in chapter one, he cited as one of his main epiphanies from 

his young adult experience in Algiers:

  I could hear those things... But that"s sort of a sound but after a while you 

! ! start thinking about it and you hear the sound and - see its really more of a 

! ! motif - there"s a whole language that can be built from it, by me finding 

! ! phrases, and starting to build my own language with phrases that resolve like 

! ! that and trying this one now, where you had two, now put one, and mix them 

! ! up and just listen to the sound and try and get some of a language built. And 

! ! so thats been my quest ever since (Green, 2009).

Measures 81-84:

The phrase then departs from this motif and enters into a sort of ascending triadic motif 

before resolving. 

Measure 85-87:
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 Few other new rhythmic or harmonic devices are utilized for the remainder of the 

solo. Most of what Mr. Green plays is at least in some way similar to something 

previously cited. Measures 96-97 create tension by basically playing in the key of B 

major over the whole ii-V-I in C major. Measure 103 once again uses a fourth based 

shape. Measures 110 well one into about 116 take just two notes in the interval or a 

downward whole step and create a huge amount of tension and energy just by 

displacing the beat and the playing inside and outside the key. The intervals at first 

seem to outline a diminished sound but then begin to take on a more whole tone scale 

tonality around measure 114-115. 

Measures 110-117.
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Chapter Three
Conclusion

 The story of Bunky Green’s music is less about his personal evolution and more 

about the evolution of the music world around him. 

 In the analysis of his earliest solos, the roots of the concepts that define his playing 

today - that of “inside/outside” playing, are surprisingly evident. Mr. Green has had a 

unique approach to playing from the very start of his career, the only things that have 
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changed are the record industry’s willingness to let it show through, and the musical 

accompaniment’s willingness to compliment it. 

 In addition to the musical analysis, speaking with some of the experts on Mr 

Green’s music proved to be insightful on the subject. Kevin Bales responded on the 

topic:

  His playing always seems to express whatever is going on with him: "Bunky 

! ! Green - today". I've known him for over two decades now, and I do hear 

! ! changes in his playing, but I don't know if I would call then evolutions. I think 

! ! the just reflect his state. He is one of the most honest musicians I've ever 

! ! heard. Honest in expression to be more specific (Bales, 2009).

 Randy Brecker gave a similar response, shirking the idea of an evolution saying, “he 

had something different from the get go” (Brecker, 2009).

 If there was any sort of personal evolution within Mr. Green, most of it took place 

between 1967 and 1976 in his “hiatus” period. The comparison of his attitude between 

the two Downbeat interviews of 1966 and 1977 sound as if they could be two different 

musicians. The former, a young struggling player who is willing to play anything 

demanded of him in order to support his family, and the latter a proud innovator who is 

outwardly critical of much of the jazz scene of the time. The key here, is that it is the 

same person; that the 1977 Green was there all along, and the result of what we hear 

from the early sixties is partly influence by external pressure from financial needs, the 

record company’s marketability angle, and peers from the jazz scene at the time. 

 In 1976 Mr. Green reemerges with confidence, having the knowledge of a Master’s 

degree to back up his criticisms, the financial stability of a teaching career, the time 
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being put in to really honing his abilities, and the demand for his voice after years of 

absence. 

The Music 

 Mr. Green somehow maintains a lightness and simplicity despite the incredible 

complexity of his music. There generally maintains some mystery in what it is about his 

style that makes it so unique. The analysis indicated that Mr. Green’s methodology can 

be broken down into two basic concepts which in turn, have several components. These 

concepts are expression - or the attempt to assimilate human emotion, and tension and 

release - or the inside/outside approach to playing. The genius of it, is how seamlessly 

and logically all of these components are combined. Without the balance of both, Mr. 

Green would have the completely unique voice that he has. The following is a very brief 

breakdown of some of the aspects of his improvisatory approach. 

Expression

 Tone: Mr. Green uses many unique effects outside of the typical saxophone idiom, 

all of which are a means to assimilate the human voice. Stemming from the blues, these 

include extreme bends, growls, and actually yelling into the horn. His tone is thin and 

piercing at times, which gives it the feeling of riding a razor thin line. 

 Dynamics: Mr. Green uses dynamics more dramatically than many improvisors. In 

his book, he talks about dynamics as a way to add interest to a moving line. Here is an 

excerpt from that passage:
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  Without changing the time values of the eighth notes, the patterns can be 

  given rhythmic vitality through the use of contour phrasing. This means 

  crescendo when the line ascends and decrescendo when the line descends. 

  This gives the line a highly desirable human characteristic of breathing 

  (Green 1985). 

Of course this is not the only way he utilizes dynamics. In addition to eighth note lines, 

on ballads he will often play a poignant note loudly and then immediately give a 

whispering response, expressing an afterthought. 

 Phrasing: Again, largely influenced by the blues, Bunky Green tells a story with 

every solo. In his book, he cites the form of the country blues AAB as a basis for 

thinking about phrasing, and you can hear this sort of approach in every solo he 

creates. Motifs are constantly present, whether they be simple two note shapes or 

whole paragraphs of information. On a smaller scale, the each individual phrase is 

carefully considered. Again, like human speech, space is used as part of the music, and 

each musical phrase sounds like a logical human sentence. 

  

Tension and Release

 Musically, every single note Bunky Green plays is either in tension or release. 

Phrases are consistently alternated between being inside and outside the chord 

changes as well as with or against the time. Even within phrases, micro-tensions and 

releases are created. What sounds like “outside” playing is always attribute to some 
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logical harmonic concept. The following cover most of Mr. Green’s techniques regarding 

playing “outside.”

 bII7 Substitution: Substituting a bII7 for the V7 chord in a ii-V-I progression. 

Commonly known as a tritone substitution, Mr. Green considers this from the 

perspective of 18th century harmony where it is referred to as a Neapolitan Chord. This 

perhaps comes from his classical saxophone study. 

 vii °7 Substitution: Once again serving as a substitution for the V chord of a ii-V-I. 

Mr. Green typically either plays a fully diminished scale or outlines one of the relative 

minor scales within the diminished scale. 

 Whole-tone Scale: the whole-tone scale is subtly used, often just by raising the 

4th and 5th degrees of a dominant scale, or in movement of thirds. 

 Supplemental Harmony: Occasionally, Mr. Green will superimpose additional 

chord changes over a line to create other interesting harmonic movement. These 

additions always follow basic voice leading principals and therefore sound completely 

logical to the listener. Common supplemental chords may be a quick ii-V a half step 

above or below the following ii-V which then resolves. 

 Quartal Movement: The use of building chords in intervals of fourths is an integral 

part of Bunky Green’s vocabulary. This is often achieved by slightly altering the 

harmony, or exploiting the upper structures of the chords. Movement of chords around 

the circle of fourths is also a commonly used substitution. 

 Suspension: Green suspends resolution of phrases almost constantly. That is, 

when substituting on a V-I resolution, he’ll often play the substitution over the entire 

duration of the V chord, outline the V where the rhythm section is playing I, and then 
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finally resolve to I around beat three. He will also use additional substitutions in order to 

delay resolution, such as outlining a triad down a half-step on beats one and two, and 

resolving on beat three. 

 Playing Around a Tonal Center: Initial information regarding Mr. Green’s 

influence from North African music proved vague. Often these lines are extremely fast 

and individual notes are difficult to discern. Upon deeper analysis, and slowing these 

lines down to 50 - or even 30% their original speed and transcribing note for note, 

examples are apparent of what is basically chromaticism, but frequently revisiting a 

single note. Often this note is approached from a half-step above, which is what Mr. 

Green referred to as “using the flat two as a sort of lower leading tone” (Green, 4 Feb 

2009).

 When broken down into these eight components, there isn’t anything so 

mysterious about Bunky Green’s solos after all. Virtually every note can be attributed to 

one of these eight devices. 

Bunky Green, Still Striving 

 Above all else, Bunky Green is a man who is electrified with energy, doesn’t show 

his age in the least, and is at the very top of his game. Musically and personally he 

embodies everything that we as musicians should strive for, and he embodies them with 

pure love in his heart for life and music: 

  I"ve got a plan in mind, and I want this to come off because I"ve been working 

! ! on it and working on it and working on it and I want it to come off, so I"m 

! ! conscience of everything I"m doing. And if someone comes up to you and 
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! ! says “Man, Chris that was wonderful” and you would say thank you but if you 

! ! thought in your mind “no, no, that"s far from what I"m capable of doing. I didn"t 

! ! reach my potential. And I didn"t even reach my acceptable potential, that I 

! ! know, that I won"t settle for anything less.” You know you get into that sort of 

! ! thing. And that"s the way it should be. Because it"s all in the striving. 

! ! Remember? We"ve talked about this. When you reach it its over. When you 

! ! reach it you say “well, ho hum, well God, this is not comfortable. Well guess 

! ! what? I"ve gotta keep striving until I reach the land of oblivion where I"m no 

! ! more! But until that day I want to keep striving. I want to keep searching for 

! ! my music” (Green, 4 Feb 2009).
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Bob Bednar Radio Interview with Bunky Green Circa 1997

BB Greetings and welcome. Thanks for tuning in to Stereo 90, your quality music station 

right here in Jacksonville. With us for the next hour while we talk with and listen to the 

music of UNF!s director of jazz studies and premier alto sax innovator, Bunky Green. I!m 

Bob Bednar and “This Is Jazz.”

BB Woah, Woah Woah Woah. That was Bunky Green and an album that he made 

called “Visions” in 1978. He!s sittin! on the other side of the microphone from me right 

now. You won!t believe it if you hear because he doesn!t make many appearances. But 

we twisted his arm, he!s got a smile on his face, and his wife permitted him. Mr. Bunky 

Green.

BG: Bob, I!m here because of you. I love ya, my man. [laughs]

BB Well this is a real joy. I!ve been here for five and a half years, and finally after all that 

time got to know the man, the director of jazz studies at UNF, and uh, in his own right a 

legend in the music business. Played with so many good guys. Makes my mouth water 

when I think about some of the guys he!s played with. But that little tune, uh, actually 

two tunes, Ali Theme, and I Write the Songs; it just brought back such wonderful 

memories of the great stuff that was being done, not only by vanguard, which is the 

company you recorded this album for, but free Taylors CTI records?... but there was a 

happiness about the jazz scene back then among and you were part of it. 
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BG: Exactly, exactly, uh, I think the Latin element came in too...

BB Oh Yeah

BG That sort of thing, uh, at the same time and I was working with a lot of latin 

musicians, so influence was definitely there, and still is as a matter of fact.

BB And being influenced by latin musicians isn!t all a very bad thing in fact. I mean there 

was a guy by the name of John Birks who was very much influenced by latin musicians.

 

BG You know it. Yes sir-ee

BB Lets pretend, lets pretend now, I know this isn!t true but let!s pretend that our 

audience out there including the students at UNF, and our plethora of people in the 

Jacksonville area really don!t know too much about Bunky Green. So let!s just pretend 

and give them some background on who you are, where you came from etc. etc. 

because I wanna learn, too. So lets just start on where your roots are, how you all came 

into the music business. I!m fascinated by it, love to know it. 

BG Well first of all, I came out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and I left Milwaukee at a rather 

early age, I!d say around 20. Generally, most of the people I knew in Milwaukee stayed 

there, and I went to Chicago. And My music history, and I!m just making this very brief, 
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but my music history in Chicago started to really develop, and I was exposed to more 

music in Chicago and that!s where I came into my own and as a matter of fact, I!ve been 

accepted, officially, as a Chicagoan. But I like to say in terms of my own experience, I 

listened to Charlie Parker. That was my initial experience

BB That was back in Milwaukee though.

BG That was in Milwaukee. And that was my mentor, him and of course, Sonny Stitt. 

But first of all Parker. And I worshipped Parker. I still do, in fact. Its just that I learned 

from Parker that: if you want to be different you have to be yourself. And in order to do 

that I knew I couldn!t play like Parker anymore because Parker didn!t play like anyone, 

he played like himself. So as I came into Chicago I started to experiment, and I even 

took some down time, a time of about five years, where I wasn!t off the jazz scene but I 

was actually reshaping my style.

BB Coming from Milwaukee as a 20-year old and coming into the Chicago jazz scene 

how does one get involved in the business of jazz at that point?

BG Well what you do, you have to seek out the venues where people are playing and 

you go to those places and that!s how you become known. Now before you go to those 

places you have to do your homework. Your homework means when you enter the 

place and you get an opportunity to perform, you have to really impact the audience and 

the musicians. In other words, you!ve gotta be ready. 
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BB You!ve gotta do your work. Was there someone there who opened the door a crack 

for you - 

BG Joe Segal. Joe Segal as a matter of fact heard- you!re helping me with my own 

history, because its coming back now - Joe Segal heard a recording - a very rough 

recording I did - while I was in Milwaukee and he said “this kid should be in Chicago.”

BB  Why don!t you tell people about Joe Segal, who may not know Joe Segal. 

BG Ohhhh - yes he has a history from the beginning of promoting jazz, and bringing in 

people like Charlie Parker, going back years ago, back into the 1950s, early 50s, he!s 

brought in Diz and everyone. And he continues to do that, he!s still the premiere jazz 

club owner in Chicago. 

BB And his club in Chicago.

BG The Jazz Showcase.

BB There you go.

BB Well Joe was in town as part of what I call the opening night of the Jacksonville Jazz 

festival about what, 4-5 years ago?
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BG Exactly.  

BB And he did some talking, in fact I asked Joe a couple of questions from the audience 

because I was fascinated by - I knew his history and I knew it was wonderful. 

BG Yeah well, from Joe you will get the truth. Thats one thing about Joe. 

BB SO Joe is the guy who cracked the door a little bit.

BG He cracked the door. He had me come to the showcase. At that time it was called 

the Gate of Horn. And heres the story, it was really a funny story. I left Milwaukee and 

the car broke down. We had one of these old pieces of junk that just didn!t quite make it. 

So, by the time we worked things out and I got to Chicago they were playing the last 

tune. So here I walk in, a hick from Milwaukee, Wisconsin with my horn and I say “Mr. 

Segal, I!m Bunky Green” “Where have you been man?!?” you know he explodes “Well 

heres what happened, blah blah” and then he said “Well get up on the stage, man. This 

is the last tune-” and I looked and on the stage was Johnny Griffin, Eric Dolphy, Wilbur 

Ware, Jody Christian...I said “Oh my god.”

BB Do you remember what year that was?
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BG Oh god, that would have to be in the 50s....that would have to be maybe 58 or 

something like that. I!m not sure. But it would have to be in the late 50s. And when I 

came in, those were the people, those were the musicians, and Johnny Griffin was 

burning up!

BB I would!ve brought an extra pair of shorts with me. 

BG [laughs] rubber pants!

BB If you know who Johnny Griffin and Eric Dolphy are, that!s kind of a scary situation 

and to have to be able to get up and prove yourself and - do you remember the tune 

they played?

BG i certainly do. Its called Tune Up.

BB Oh

BG And Johnny Griffin was playing like 1, 2, 1234123412341234....I said woah, well 

here we go - BUT, all is well that ends well. Like I told you, you have to be ready and I 

was ready. Johnny Griffin said “who is this young man” you know? And thats how it 

ended. Now, the story is this: its made a full circle. I just recently played the Chicago 

jazz festival and it was Johnny Griffin and I in the front line. 
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BB Thats amazing.

BG And I said “here!s a dream - come true”

BB Thats amazing. Thats a wonderful story, a wonderful starting story there. There are 

similar stories but I!ll take this one. This is how Bunky got his start as a main jazz player 

in the big city. A tough deal, I mean there are stories that you and I know about of 

course, Cannonball came up in Florida and went to New York City and played in Oscar 

Pettiford!s band and they did a terrible thing to him. I can!t remember what the tune was 

but they played it at a break neck pace and of course he blew everybody off the stand. 

And I!m not saying you blew Johnny Griffin off the stand but you held your own and 

thats a heck of a -

BG Exactly

BB Well we!ve got lots of stuff we wanna discuss with Bunky Green who!s our guest on 

This is Jazz in this particular hour and of course Bunky, in addition to being a wonderful 

alto saxophone player, is the director of jazz studies at the University of North Florida, 

which has one of the - a program that I just - I take pause every time I think about how 

great it is for the young men and young women who are there. I just hope they 

appreciate what a terrific thing they!ve got going there. But before we get on with 

anymore discussion, lets listen to a little bit more music from the archives of Bunky 

Green. These recordings that only he owns at this point! He brought in under duress for 

me to play and we feel very very honored. I told Bunky that if we could get copies of 
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these, or originals, we don!t need copies, we could sell them in Japan for $1,000 a 

piece.

BG We!d be rich.

BB I!m mean we would be rich! Let!s listen to something that Bunky did for the Argo 

label, an album of his own called Testifyin Time and this is a tune that he says - and I!m 

stretchin! my memory to see if I can recall it - and its called “Silver Dollar” and he said 

the Mills Brothers made the original recording on this, and he!s probably right and my 

memory is failing. So lets listen to Bunky Green and “Silver Dollar”

[Song Plays]

BB oh isn!t that a nice laid back thing. Hey you can play!

BG Thank you sir! Thank you very much!

BB Who are we talking about? We!re talking about Bunky Green of course and we!re 

having a special hour with Bunky now and uh, hopefully there will be more to come in 

the future but anyway, that was a lovely thing called “Silver Dollar.” Although truthfully I 

must admit, I don!t remember the Mills Brothers doing it there!s no question in my mind 

that they did do it. It just sounds like one of their things. Its a great deal. 
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BG Oh thank you very much. Its a hard tempo as I was saying

BB Its a tough tempo but you conquered it. 

BG Yeah...thats the groove. You!ve gotta be able to play that. 

BB Wonderful thing, you were talking to me a little bit about the pianist who 

accompanied you on this. 

BG Oh, Billy Wallace. Billy Wallace worked with Sonny Rollins in the period when Sonny 

and, I shouldn!t say Sonny, I really should say Max Roach because Sonny Rollins was 

in Max Roach!s group. However, they did this thing in 3/4 and 5/4 and Billy Wallace was 

on that particular recording. While they were in New York, I came to New York, was 

probably about 18 years old, and Billy Wallace said “hey, this kid can play, Sonny, let 

him sit in on a tune,” and I remember sitting in and playing “Algo Bueno.” What an 

experience. 

BB Wow. So you sat in with - this is a nice story of the history of premier sitting in: 

Johnny Griffin, Eric Dolphy, Sonny Rollins, and we!ve got more to come. Thats really 

putting yourself in the front lines of battle, time after time. You don!t scare easily do you?
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BG Yes [laughs] But the bottom line is, if you!re ready - you can be afraid - but if you!re 

truly ready when you summon up your forces, they!ll be there. Thats what I tell my 

students the main thing is to be ready, you!ll conquer fear. 

 

BB OK, well, we!ve got you in Chicago. You did a wonderful thing sitting in with Johnny 

Griffin and Joe Segal was the guy who cracked the door open for you there and we!re 

off and on our way, so lets pick our story up of the Bunky Green saga from that point on. 

Then tell me what happened shortly afterwards when you began working in various 

bands and had your own gigs or what was the deal from that point on?

BG Uh, a lot of gigging. I can remember when I came in town first of all, no work. I had 

to get work. The jazz musicians loved me and they said woah heres a guy in town and 

he can play - but then, money you made from the jazz gigs really wasn!t enough to 

survive on. And so I went to the band leader that had the band at the Regal Theatre, 

and thats the equivalent of the Apollo in New York and all the major acts came through 

there. And I went to his house - called him and said “I!m a saxophone player in town and 

I would like to audition for your band.” My wife [laughs] pushed me into it. She showed 

me how to be very aggressive.

BB So meanwhile you were married at this point. 

BG I was married.
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BB Ah yeah, we didn!t get into that at all.

BG Oh yes, I was married, so I  had to get a job right? And anyway, I went to Red 

Saunders was the band leaders name, and I went to Red Saunders! house and I played 

for him, and he played the drums on his knees while I was playing, and he!d say “hey 

man, I love it. You!ve got yourself a gig. However, you can!t play your alto right now, I 

need a baritone player. ” He said “Do you play baritone?” and I thought if I say no there 

goes the gig (I!d never played baritone!) I said “Uh, yes, yes, yes as a matter of fact” 

“Well be at the gig two days from now. Be there and bring the baritone blah blah blah 

and you!ve got the gig.” I went home and I told my wife Edie. I said Edie “I got the job 

but I have to play baritone and I can!t play baritone.” She says “You can play baritone 

and I will get you a baritone.” And she went out that same day and she got me a 

baritone. I took it home, I couldn!t play the damn thing.

BB Bunky, its bigger than you are!

BG I Know! [laughs] I tried to get inside of it! [laughs] Well I managed to get a sound 

and I played the gig and it worked out alright. And from there the lead alto player had 

some - a few problems with alcohol, drinking and whatnot and one time the band leader 

- two weeks later - had just had it up to here with the lead alto player, and he fired him, 

and said “Bunky, you take lead.” And thats how I got into that particular thing. So at this 

particular point - now I!m working. And in addition to working this particular gig, that was 
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pretty steady, I was working some jazz gigs. But I had to have a major gig that would 

keep me - that would keep us eating. 

BB But you had now, you had another horn that you could offer, in case things got really 

tough. You could say “but can also play baritone” not that Serge Shallop or Harry 

Carney, or Leo Parker or any of those guys had anything too much to worry about, but 

there was the horn, I mean you could do it. Well alright so you!re starting - you!re 

entrenched now, to a certain degree, in Chicago, in the jazz circle, and also even 

outside of jazz people know that this is a guy who can do whatever it is that has to be 

done, and do it well. Ok, so, you!re becoming more popular, you!re becoming a guy that 

the band leaders are asking for; “We want this guy to be with us.” When did recording 

come into your life?

BG Uh, shortly after that. I!d say maybe, a couple of years after that. I started to get a 

big name around town and this particular cat named Chess -  the Chess brothers, the 

famous Chess Brothers- they decided that they wanted to record me, and that was 

when my recording career started.

BB Your first recording was with Chess?

BG With Chess, yes. At the time I think it was called Argo, though. Argo and then 

Chess, or Chess-Argo, I don!t quite recall the chronology there.
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BB Chess did a lot of good things.

BG Oh yes.

BB There!s an album you can buy now, which is sort of a compilation of the best of 

Chess over a period of 10 or 15 years which is incredible when you look at the people 

who recorded, you know, for Chess/Argo. Its really amazing. So that was the beginning 

and uh, when did you spring your roots and decide that it was time to go out even 

maybe occasionally out on the road. How did that that all happen? How did you get out 

of Chicago?

BG What happened was: there was a recording that I made with a fellow named Paul 

Serrano, and Cannonball Adderley was the one that recorded us, because he heard us. 

And he said I!d like to record Bunky. He heard me and it interested him and he said “I!d 

like to record this guy.” And so we got together and made this recording. This little 

recording got us out of town and thats where it kind of started.

BB You started going on the road, work gigs in various clubs throughout the country. 

BG Exactly, following up the recording. And that was the beginning of it. And we made 

the circuit, going east, and going to the midwest and-

BB Cannonball heard you while you were playing a gig in Chicago.
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BG Exactly. Thats when we first met.

BB He was somethin! wasn!t he? I mean not only as a player but as much more than a 

great guy, but he had a sense of doing things in the business that were important to 

musicians and doing them the right way.

BG Oh, and I knew Cannonball well. He was a business man. Not only a great player 

but  a great business man. 

BB A good business man, he wasn!t there to you know - the stiletto was not there. Thats 

a fascinating angle, or side of Cannonball - Julian Cannonball Adderly, that few people 

know. I guess Nat could tell you some stories. 

BG Oh Yeah

BB Time for some more music and I!m really looking forward to hearing this. And then 

Bunky perhaps will tell us a little story about this. This is an album that Sonny made with 

a pretty good mate by the name of Sonny Stitt. The album is called Soul In The Night 

which is on the Cadet label, which doesn!t exist anymore but who cares? And the tune 

is called “Home Stretch”

BG Home Stretch
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[plays Home Stretch]

BB Oh my goodness. Oh my goodness, isn!t that something. I love it. Bunky that is - we 

just heard two - well of course Sonny!s not with us anymore but - as far as this recording 

is concerned, you can!t ask for too much more as far as wonderful alto playing. Sonny 

Stitt and Bunky Green in a 1966 recording. A little chart that Sonny put together called 

“Home Stretch” and boy did that groove! That was lovely stuff. You want to know 

whether Bunky can swing or not? You better tape that. I hope you have. That was great. 

Tell me about this session with the legendary Sonny Stitt. 

BG Very interesting. Sonny, as you know, was one of my mentors and I was so thrilled 

just to have the opportunity to perform with him. And the idea came from the company. 

They said “we!ve got this young dude who!s coming along and he!s making a lot of 

noise around Chicago, let!s team him with the great Sonny Stitt.” So the session came 

up. But when I entered the session that day I was thinking “oh boy, this is really 

wonderful. I!m gonna play with Sonny.” And I walked in, and I saw Sonny and I said 

“gosh, let me talk to him.” I walked over and I said “Sonny!” I said “man, I!m Bunky. This 

is a thrill for me to perform with you. You!ve always been one of my mentors.” And he 

said “Yeah man. Yeah, ok, sure...yeah right ok.” And then he kind of just looked away 

and I thought “uh oh” and he started “yeah, yeah yeah,” and he walked away, and so I 

took a seat over the corner and he!s about, maybe about fifteen feet away and he!s 

playing. He!s got his back kind of to me, and sideways. And he!s playing all this sh-tuff! I 

mean he!s practicing - playing incredibly. I can!t say what I!d like to say, but he is 
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blowing! So I!m thinking “oh my God!” And then I know this, I was looking down, I just 

happened to look up, and as I looked up, as he was playing all this stuff, he looked out 

of the corner of his eyes to check how I was taking it, you know? And I thought “Uh oh, 

so this is the game.”

BB The test.

BG The test, mmhm, he!s out to mentally take me out, right? And so after he looked 

over, he finished practicing he looked at me and said “man, you ready to play now? 

You!d better take out your horn. You!d better take out your horn and warm up.” And I 

said [very cooly] “that won!t be necessary.”

[both laugh]

BB Wonderful.

BG Right?

BB What a retort. Oh, god, thats great. Yeah, Sonny, he!s something. 

BG But still scared to death!
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BB Oh, I!m sure. Yeah but I think you played one tune and that probably was it, he 

realized he was in pretty good company. 

BG Yeah. Oh, as he told me years later, he said his wife - I mean his wife said - 

“My wife said that particular recording I made with you man, that recording, she said 

thats the best I ever made.” So I appreciate that.

BB Isn!t that wonderful? And that!s nice "cause Sonny made 3,000,654 recordings. 

Haha. He made a lot of recordings. But the ones that I favor were mostly the ones that 

he made back with Bud Powell.

BG Oh, God, yes. 

BB You know, which are legendary. Just himself and - just absolutely incredible stuff. 

This is such a great album that I told Bunky we!ve got to hear at least one more cut from 

it so we!re going to hear something called “One Alone” which if you are a real music fan 

you!ll realize that thats the wonderful Sigmund Romberg tune so let!s hear it: Bunky 

Green, Sonny Stitt, and “One Alone”

[Plays “One Alone”]

BB Ooh, from Soul In the Night Sigmund Romberg!s lovely “One Alone” done with just a 

little bit of pace by our guest Bunky Green. The great alto master and bug man at UNF 
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Jazz Studies and Mr. Sonny Stitt. Now what I was thinking, while we played these two 

wonderful cuts from this terrific album - I!ve gotta get a secret tape of this thing for my 

own purpose - 

BG You will, you will, sir.

BB What I was thinking is, you know - our audience might be saying “well, which one 

was Sonny and which one was Bunky?” Now how do we help them on that? I have a 

reason but I want to hear what you have to say.

BG Well I would tell them to listen to the player who sounds the bluesiest  - that!s me. 

[laughs]

BB Well I!ll tell you - if you listen to those cuts, and you listen to those two alto players, 

don!t try to discern who is who. Just say they are both really good players because thats 

the answer man - 

BG Enjoy

BB - they both really really wonderful jazz players and a super, super album. I wanna 

get right to the heart of things here with Bunky because unfortunately, as always, time 

runs out and it seems to run out quickest when you have somebody interesting to talk 
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to. Let!s talk about UNF and the opportunity you had to come here. Lets crystalize that 

and let people know how it all happened. 

BG Well, I can crystalize it as a matter of fact. A short synopsis would be that some 

years ago, the founder, Rich Matteson, heard me at a convention in Chicago, MENC 

convention. And he walked in on a particular tune that I was playing on the end. And I 

played a cadenza and I played one of these long cadenzas that went on for about three 

minutes really. And I played all of this outside stuff that I!d been working on for I don!t 

know how long, developing my own style. Its sort of like playing atonally. And when I 

finished the cadenza, Rich Matteson says to someone sitting next to him “and let there 

be light.” [laughter] And that was the beginning. Years later, Rich called me, and 

encouraged me to apply for the job down here. And I came down I played a gig with the 

band. Bruce Sylva was the director at that time and Bruce Sylva had a fine band. I 

mean the band was really a great band then. Don Zentz has the band now and he!s 

doing a wonderful job. We have a great band now but we had a great band then with 

Bruce also. And Bruce had me to perform with the band, and I liked it down here. I saw 

the ocean and I thought “ah, yes, I could handle this.”

BB mm mm mm mm mm

BG Right, exactly. And that was the beginning of it, and I applied, and I got the job.

BB Wonderful. So you were the director right from the start. 
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BG No, no. Rich was the founder of the program and the director of the program. And 

let me just say that Rich did an amazing job. Because to put a program together like 

that calls for know-how and it calls for someone thats totally dedicated. So I!d just like to 

say for all of those who are listening Rich Matteson put this wonderful program together 

and what were trying to do is keep it alive and keep it growing. 

BB Amen. And for those of you who would like to help that thing actually occur where 

there is growth and consistency, then please help us out by attending some of these 

wonderful concerts that occur at least four times a year at UNF at the UNF theatre when 

they bring in their superstars. Like coming up we have the wonderful trumpeter Arturo 

Sandoval and then a little later on in April we have Buddy DeFranco and Terry Gibbs.

BG Right

BB And they had a great program this fall, so anything you can do along the lines of 

attending and also when they have a drive such as getting the young kids to go over to 

Montreaux this summer.

BG And thats what I wanted to bring up. 

BB Thats real important because the opportunity for the young players there and what it 

will mean for their careers, what a boost it will give them psychologically just to know 
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that they were in such a wonderful place - they!re a great band as it is - but I mean it will 

just help them so much, that experience, it would be very very welcome if you!re a jazz 

aficionado, boy you can certainly help here.

BG Bob, I really appreciate you bringing that up because the kids really deserve it. 

They!ve done everything for the community. There!s a list of engagements that they!ve 

played gratis for the community and always this is what we do. We try to bring some 

culture into the community from our perspective and they do a marvelous job and they 

deserve to go to Montreaux. So if those of you who are out there that are listening, if 

you!d like to send in a donation, send it to Gerson Yessin and we will more than likely 

send you something in return indicating that you have a been a person thats contributed 

to this particular drive to get to Montreaux. 

BB Yeah well, C!mon guys, get out there and unleash those purse strings to help the 

UNF guys. They deserve it. Bunky you made an album called Places We!ve Never Been 

in 1979, February of "79 and I am so impressed with the guys you had accompanying 

you on this: Randy Brecker on Trumpet and flugelhorn, the wonderful Albert Daily on 

piano.

BG Yes.

BB Made a wonderful album with Stan Getz, just the two of them. Eddie Gomez on 

bass, Freddie Waits on drums.
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BG Freddie Waits, yeah

BB What a nice album. Can we hear something from this?

BG Yes

BB Alright let!s try “Little Girl I!ll Miss You”

[Plays “Little Girl I!ll Miss You”]

BB Yes a most beautiful ballad “Little Girl I!ll Miss You” written by our guest Mr. Bunky 

Green who!s been with us for the past hour and we!ve been playing things that a lot of 

us haven!t heard that Bunky has recorded over the years and we!ve been talking about 

life in the trenches. [laughs]

BG Thats right 

BB Both on mic and off, and its just been - its been the kind of hour where  - and I told 

Bunky - maybe spend three, four, or five hours and maybe not really exhaust some of 

the great stories that Bunky could tell about his life out there in the world of music and 

jazz. But unfortunately we don!t have that much time and there!s a whole bunch of stuff 

that I wanted to get to with Bunky and we!re going to pretty much have to save that for 
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another day. But let me just remind you - I!m so impressed with that beautiful ballad that 

that was a ballad that had some really good people backing Bunky up. Albert Daily on 

piano, Eddie Gomez, the wonderful bassist who spent eleven years with the late Bill 

Evans, and Freddie Waits on drums. That must have been a fun album to make. 

BG It was a thrill, actually. It was fun and it was a thrill to play with people at that level. 

Whatever you wanted done, they were able to obtain - whatever level of playing you 

wanted to reach they were right there with you, so yes, I had a wonderful time. 

 

BB Well I understand they said the same thing about you. And recorded wonderfully. 

This was on the Vanguard label as well?

BG Vanguard, yeah.

BB Yeah, you did some real good stuff for Vanguard. I wish somebody would buy the 

masters and reissue these things. That would be such fun. Lets see if we can do 

something about that. Lets call some of our friends. 

BG Sounds good, Bob

BB Well I!ll tell you, Bunky made an album that!s really - well its called Summit Meeting - 

and its an album that has a group of people on it - well for instance Clark Terry on 

trumpet and flugelhorn, James Moody on tenor sax, Elvin Jones on drums, again Albert 
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Daily on piano, Roland Prince on guitar, David Williams on bass. This is an all-star 

group in the truest sense of all-stars. This, again, must have been a real thrill, to makes 

this particular album. 

BG We called it serious playing.

BB I!ll tell you...We!re going to play something again that Bunky wrote here as we wind 

down this show. And again let me remind you again that the fellow that!s been talking on 

the other side of the mic here is the director of jazz studies at the University of North 

Florida, Mr. Bunky Green, and a super musician and a wonderful fellow too. I!ve just 

gotten to know Bunky over the last year or so and I hope our friendship can continue to 

be nurtured, and get Bunky back here and have some fun. It!s been great. 

BG Well Bob, let me say I!ve had a wonderful time with you and that you as an 

individual have done so much for jazz in this town it!s unbelievable. And thank God for 

people like you because that keeps the true spirit of this music alive. Thank you very 

much. 

BB Well, you!re very kind. And of course at the controls here, listening to us here back 

and forth, is Mr. Leon, my buddy, my friend, for the last three-and-a-half years since 

we!ve had this show and without him it ain!t no show thats for sure. 

BG That!s right.
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BB So now that we!ve thanked everybody, rubbed everybody!s back, and made 

everybody feel happy and glow like I!ll just remind you I!m Bob Bednar, the show is 

“This Is Jazz.” We!ve again had Bunky Green as our very special guest for an hour, and 

we!re going to sign off now with Bunky!s own composition “Summit Song,” featuring all 

of those great players that I mentioned: Clark Terry, James Moody, Elvin Jones, Albert 

Daily, David Williams, so a fitting conclusion to this show. See you all next week. 

[Plays Summit Song]
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Bunky Green Personal Interview 4 February 2009

CM You know what I wanted to focus this paper on is sort of how your playing has 

changed in your career. You know, you listen to your early stuff and you listen to your 

stuff now and they!re so different. I mean you still hear you in it of course.

BG Yeah, Yeah.

CM So these articles have helped me a lot. This one is really great, from !77 Alto 

Transformer. 

BG Oh my God, oh boy. I don!t even know that guy. 

CM I know he!s so hip looking with the sunglasses.

BG [laughs] With the hair...

CM But it was talking about that period where you took a break, where you dropped off 

the scene. 

BG Yeah, right.

CM ... and I haven!t been able to find much information about that time. 
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BG Well, thats a very vague period because part of that was, like, going back to school.

CM Yeah.

BG You know, and just kind of dropping off the scene and doing a little searching and 

not worrying so much about gigging. Worried more about the trying to find the stuff I was 

hearing in my head, which started with kind of reading a book about voicings in fourths. 

This is before people really made a thing of it.

CM Right, right.

BG And I saw it and said, “this has potential” so I can remember playing in Chicago - I 

can!t remember the name of the club, maybe the Plugged Nickel might ring a bell. But, 

uh, Freddie Hubbard; I can remember him coming down and sitting in with me, and me 

asking what he wanted to play, and him saying Cherokee, and then turning around and 

saying “how about B, B natural?”

CM Of Course.

BG I mean I remember that particular part of it but I - I remember Eddie Harris coming 

down one evening and hearing me play I think same club, I think, I believe and I was 

utilizing voicings, piano voicings, that I found in this book, that were voiced in fourths. 
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And I recognized them. I said, “Well this is fourths and that!s fourths and that!s fourths, 

oh my God, as far as tertian harmony is concerned you can really do all this in fourths.” 

And I had it all worked out where I played like the bridge of Cherokee - Cherokee again, 

and I did it in fourths. 

CM And then you just did it in B?

BG No, no this was Bb, the people!s key. The people! And that!s when I kind of got 

started really looking into it. I can!t remember that actual year, I just remember from 

there my focus was just trying to find harmonies that were kind of compatible to that 

sound. And then I went from there to thinking about music that was from other cultures. 

CM So that was in your first time, before you dropped the scene.

BG Yeah. During the time I dropped off the scene that was all in my head. Because I!d 

listened to Trane so much and loved him and where he was going, and listened to Bird 

prior to that, loving him. And I just started hearing these things. Yeah, it could have been 

maybe around early "60s or "63-ish when I went to Algiers and that was part of that turn. 

CM Could you tell me that story again?

BG Yeah. Yeah that story. That was the story when I heard the guy playing the - it was a 

bagpipe but the variety of bagpipe was from that area, from Northern Africa, you know 
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where they have mainly Muslims and that particular religion and that particular culture. 

And they had some music that was just wonderful. And I heard this bagpipe player 

playing like that with such continuity and knowing what he was doing and put it together 

- it was a package, just a wonderful package. And I remember sitting there trying to play 

with him and things coming into my head. I said, “some of those things that he!s playing 

there are kind of around the fifth, thats still kind of got that quatro-perfect fifth perfect 

fourth thing, you know. And he was using all that as that kind of interval and playing 

within it and resolving different ways that we don!t - making the flat two like a leading 

tone, like a lower leading tone, and going to those wonderful places in his music and I 

was just trying to hang in there, you know, trying to hang in there. And there looking and 

kind of smiling and laughing. But it stayed with me, so and when I got back home that!s 

where the intro to Cherokee - not Cherokee but - Green Dolphin Street. That was an 

assimilation of what I heard this guy play, you know? And from there on it was like “wow, 

I!ve gotta find a way to express this approach that I!ve found.” Not to imitate it, but to get 

some of that into me so it would be part of my playing. 

CM It was just sort of about the shape of it right?

BG Its about the shape of it, and it never stops, you know. Its endless, I!m still trying to 

do it. 

CM Was that instrument, do you think, like a chromatic instrument or was it tuned to a 

scale where that was just part of the scale, the flat two was just part of that scale. 
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BG You know, I really don!t know, but I could hear those things and remember how I told 

you like at the low end where he would like [demonstrates on piano] that sort of sound. 

But that!s sort of a sound, but after a while you start thinking about it and you hear the 

sound and - see its really more of a motif - there!s a whole language that can be built 

from it, by me finding phrases, and starting to build my own language with phrases that 

resolve like that and trying this one now, where you had two, now put one, and mix them 

up and just listen to the sound and try and get some of a language built. And so that!s 

been my quest ever since, as you know, more than anybody. 

CM So you went to Algiers before you even went to Chicago. That was when you were 

still in Milwaukee when you won that award?

BG No I went to Algiers while I was in Chicago. And those were the very early days in 

Chicago. And I went to Algiers because I won a contest at Notre Dame. And that part of 

the trip was a month in Algiers  - yeah a long time, boy. 

CM So, you were there. So, you were checking out that music pretty seriously while you 

were there. It wasn!t just like a one night thing. 

BG Oh, no, I was checking it out because they were playing it all around. This one stuff I 

heard like in the street and whatnot and everything like they have radios going on. Well, 

they had things going on where you could hear speakers and things and the music was 
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playing, so you were constantly aware of it. But then, part of the trip was two weeks in 

Paris, and so we got two weeks in Paris. All state department type thing. And that was 

really the beginning of me thinking seriously that I could just get some way of playing 

that addressed that sort of thing.

CM So, do think you had that sort of thing in your heard this whole time, but you didn!t 

really address it as much as you wanted to until you took that time off.

BG Couldn!t because guys wouldn!t let you. Because when you!re out there playing 

nobody wants to hear it. You know, all I used to hear was “man let!s playing something 

that swings, man lets get a grove.” And I can understand where they were coming from - 

“let!s get a groove man, let!s play some tunes.” And I!d say “well here!s a tonal center 

and let!s just play this phrase here, and then let!s play.” Nobody wanted to hear that. 

They wanted tunes with changes, you know, the whole nine yards. So that!s why I had 

to get away from it, because I couldn!t use it. They wouldn!t let me use it. 

CM That!s why I love this article, you!re kind of talking about the same thing. “It was 

about seven years ago that I actually felt I was reborn - That!s when I stopped following 

and started playing - or trying to play - what I was hearing instead of staying on the 

bandwagon where everybody wanted to be out of Bird or Trane, or out of this thing or 

that thing. I love John Coltrane and Charlie Parker so much I think I finally got their 

message and enough courage to be me.”
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BG [laughs]

CM That!s so true. There!s so much in that statement.

BG You and I have talked about that.

CM Yeah, totally.

BG You wanna be Bird, you wanna be Trane, you gotta be you. I forgot about that. 

CM Yeah, I!ll have to give you a copy of these articles.

BG Maybe when you finish you can make me a compilation. I would just love it.

CM Well you!re definitely going to get the final result. I plan on talking with a bunch of 

guys that you!ve worked with over the years. If I can ever get ahold of them. I saw Joe 

Lovano and he told me he! be happy to talk to me. And Steve Coleman, and Nasheet 

Waits. I know you worked with Nasheet!s dad. Was Nasheet around at that time? He 

was growing up, right?

BG Well I don!t know because I would see Freddie - I saw Freddie in Chicago at one 

time but after that he moved to New York and he came from  - I think just coming 

through Chicago but he actually settled in New York. And I think he came out of that 

southern tradition with all those cats that were down here. He knew about Phinias 
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Newborn, and George Coleman and all that. So he might of, could of been, I don!t know. 

You!ll have to ask Nasheet. 

CM I want to know if he has any young memories of you in your early period and could 

compare that to playing with you recently. I think that would be cool.

BG Well, you see, I don!t think he even knew about me until later because I went to 

New York, and that!s when I utilized his father - Freddie Waits - in my band, my 

recording band. And Nasheet, I don!t know whether he was on the scene at that time. 

CM No, he was too young.

BG Or not born, you know thats a possibility. But the funny thing is he had the record 

and at the session - this last session, he told me, he said, “I want you to sign this, for 

me, and my dad and you were -”

CM Yeah, he!s a really nice guy

BG And the studio, his house, the studio. That was his dad!s. Because we went by there 

to rehearse before we went into the studio in Brooklyn. And I said, “Boy, this looks 

familiar,” and I said, “Nasheet, did your father have a studio or something like this?” and 

he said, “This is my dad!s studio.”
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CM It!s coming full circle. 

BG Full circle. I say, “Here I am,” and then I told him the whole story. “Here we are”

CM So going back, I know you were very influenced by Bird. But even in your earliest 

playing, your recordings with Paul Serrano and Sonny Stitt and that stuff, you can hear 

the Bird language but also it still sounds like you. So how did you deal with that in your 

earliest phase where you were trying to get your own sound but still had that language. 

Were you thinking about varying it rhythmically, or just harmonically adding little things?

BG Mostly harmonically. Everybody was dealing with changes, thinking about changes. 

But I can remember part of the thing about Sonny Stitt, that recording, was the fact that I 

was kind of trying to bring another way of approaching the changes. And so you see the 

beginning of it there, solidifying. But Paul Serrano I think was earlier. 

CM Yeah, it was. 

BG And it was Cannonball. Cannonball made that record. And that!s the closest you!ll 

hear to the phrasing kind of going there, would be I think on this tune “Mr. Lucky.” I can!t 

really remember the tune. We played something really commercial, you know, hanging 

our jazz on it. Typicál. But beautiful. But that would be - it still, it wasn!t there yet. And it 

wasn!t where I had control of it, where I could turn it around and things. But still, you can 

see signs of me trying to pull away from the norm.
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CM That!s what I love about that recording with Stitt. Its like you have this extra 

element, like an extra layer of harmony that he!s not really getting to. He!s playing all 

this shit and it!s bad, but thats how I can tell the difference between the two of you on 

the recordings. You know occasionally you!ll slip in a little alteration or something, but 

that!s so cool to me. "Cause it was already going on in your head. But during that break 

period that!s when I feel you really got to it. 

BG Yeah, Sonny!s playing his butt off. 

CM I heard, Dave also gave me a tape of an interview you did with Bob Bednar, on the 

radio. It was in the mid-90!s I think. 

BG I don!t know if I remember that particular one, but I was probably pretty free with it. 

CM Well, you know you told that story about Sonny, you know when you told him “that 

won!t be necessary.”

BG That!s an honest to God true story. I!m sitting there and I!m thinking “this is one of 

my idols, and he!s vibing me.” And he didn!t realize it I was sitting here going and 

looking away. And he didn!t realize it, but I was sitting there while he was playing these 

phrases. I was sitting here going “ohh shoot, this is going to be a long session.” "Cause 

he!s playing his buns off. But when I saw what was going down I said “well, let me play 

a little game too.” He said, “Man, don!t you think you!d better warm up? Its getting close 
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to that time, think you!d better warm up now.” And I said, “I don!t think that!ll be 

necessary.” 

CM Man, I can!t imagine that. I!m just thinking of my idols, and it would be hard enough 

on my psyche to have them vibing you, let alone to turn it around on them. 

BG Yeah, right! I was gutsy.

CM That should be in the jazz hall of fame. 

BG Yeah, I was gutsy. I just thought “what have I got to lose?” You know?

CM Alright. So, other than Bird and Stitt, were there some less mainstream players that 

caught your influence when you were growing up, or was it later when you got to New 

York?

BG Bud Powell, too. Because I was always one of those guys who listened to other 

people. Especially piano players because you can find so much of the hippest stuff 

coming out of piano players because they have the whole harmonic format right out 

there in front of them. I mean they!ve got the entire thing to work with. And they!re free 

with it, too. They don!t have to worry about you, and I have to worry about clashing with 

them, see. Even something that might be totally hip could turn into a thing that is just 

destroyed because someone put a different harmony there and it doesn!t work with your 
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way of thinking and getting to that point. So, if you!re free and its just you and the drums 

then you can do all those things. Well, thats kind of what a piano player has. He!s got all 

the harmony here, and there!s no one to get in the way. 

CM So even before you were getting into the fourth thing, you were paying attention to 

piano players.

BG Oh yeah, from the beginning, from when I heard Bud Powell. From the beginning, 

especially Bud in the beginning. And naturally listening to people like Art Tatum. That!s 

just one of nature!s gone wild, you know great mistakes. Its not supposed to be like this. 

But he was that type. To this day you!ll listen to his stuff and you see just how far over 

us his head was going. But that was it. And after that I can!t really think of anyone that 

was really impressive beyond Trane. You know, in terms of someone that just turned me 

around. 

CM Well, when did you hear Ornette, was that early on?

BG Well, when I heard Ornette, that was early. That was early. Because I met him when 

I was playing with Mingus, but he wasn!t Ornette then, in terms of his playing. And he 

just came out. We were playing a little jazz gig in Hollywood and he was in the 

audience. He said “I really like the way you play, have you ever thought about playing 

free?” And I didn!t know what the hell he was talking about. I thought he meant like for 

no money. I thought “no, I want some money if I play. And he said “No, I mean just play, 
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kind of play what you feel and not being harnessed by chord changes so much.” And I 

said, “Sounds interesting,” but after that I never thought about it - til I head Lonely 

Woman. One of my friends took me down, said, “You!ve gotta hear this” you know.

CM What year did he make that? Was that later?

BG It was later but not that much later.

CM I!m just wondering how much he may have been influenced by you.

BG Oh, I don!t think so at all. 

CM He was already set in his thing. I know he struggled for a while to get recorded. 

BG Yeah. Ornette was one of those strange individuals that had his take on things from 

the beginning. You know he heard Bird and everybody, but if he got anything from Bird it 

would be the phrasing and the sound. And that sound that!s so alive and speaks with so 

much pain and so real, thats the only way I can think about it - Its so real that when he 

plays a note you can just hear of a lot of pain. You know, the same with Trane. No, he!s 

still an original. And he influenced so many people. He influenced Trane and everybody 

else that was going for the cutting edge because he just showed you that you can be 

free. You know, like politics someone comes along and lights that fire and says, “You 
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can be free all you have to do is this.” “What do you mean” “Rebel!” “Oh that thing!” It!s 

kind of like that. 

CM O.K., well I still want to talk more about that mysterious period in your life.

BG [laughs]

CM So I know you were in school during that time you went to Northwestern and 

studied with Fred Hempke right?

BG Went to Northwestern, studied with Fred Hempke

CM So, was the classical vibe there influencing you?

BG Yes.

CM Was it the way you played or just the way you practiced - the discipline?

BG Well what it did, it opened my mind to the possibilities of the horn because you 

know, some of that classical literature - let!s face it - there!s things in that literature that 

you would never run by or try because the jazz idiom never addresses things like that. 

Some of the things are so highly technical that it takes so much just to get into the 

playing of the music. I mean you spend months working on - I mean we work on tunes 
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and get it together in a day - you spend months just perfecting and getting things down. 

And then they experiment with different things on the horn. Multiphonics and things 

started there. And in terms of what the horn can do. In terms of how the horn can be 

free octave-wise where you can make skips - long skips. Before Eric Dolphy they were 

doing that, oh my god, years ago, its part of the literature, it!s in the literature. So it just 

lets you know what you can do. And you can read these Bach inventions for saxophone, 

where they!ve transcribed them from another instrument and made them palatable in 

the saxophone area so you can work with it. And you just see all kinds of possibilities. 

So that!s what that did for me, it just made me think beyond “what!s the next jazz record 

that!s coming out.” I think it made me think more about world music, so to speak. You 

know, like “where do you find it?” You find it everywhere. You just have to open your 

ears, its out there. “Well you mean in the next jazz record?” No, go and listen to some of 

the classical things and whatnot. Listen to some pianists, the miniaturists. Franz List. 

That!s really it. The world! Wherever. You can just sit there - the library - hey, when you 

live in the city, part of the library you own - you pay taxes. So you can feel free to go in 

there and listen to Chinese music. 

CM You don!t even have to go to the library, you can just go to the subway station.

BG [laughs] That!s right! You!ll hear the world here. ... You have to keep your mind 

open, and then your ears. Because if you don!t, you could miss out on something. The 

music is all - its not out in space, you!re not gonna - its not out there. Its been created 

here, and what you need to do is take a retrospective view of music rather than looking 
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for some music to emanate from Mars or some place. No, it!s like it!s there, so if you go 

back and start checking the archives to all this music man, from different cultures. You!ll 

find some stuff and some of the stuff from cultures like pygmy cultures you!ll find some 

stuff with almost monophonic - well not monophonic but melodies that don!t go 

anywhere. Its just a chant. And the intervals are like a second and sometimes leap up a 

fourth and within it though, what they do with that chant is just magnetic and it draws 

you in, puts you in a trance. And I used to listen to that and I wrote one piece, I can!t find 

it now, but years ago it was like a fourth and [sings melody] and what they would do, 

they would play it and they would stop in the weirdest places. Like it might be five and a 

half bars. It!d start off again. In other words it didn!t have that period of waiting time that 

form has conditioned us to wait for. You know. [sings “You!ll Be So Nice to...da”] 2, 3, 4, 

2, 2, 3, 4, gotta wait and then you come in. No, no waiting. The phrases - well even in 

some of the country things - overlap

CM Yeah, totally. Well, thats one thing about bluegrass music, sometimes they!ll be 

singing a verse and when you would hear it go to the next chord they!ll just wait until the 

singer is ready to sing it. 

BG Yeah! Right!

CM And I had some friends from Amsterdam I brought to see a bluegrass band and they  

were so amazed by that. Everybody!s just listening and they!re all waiting. It comes a lot 

from all kinds of folk music, I think. 
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BG Yeah! [laughs] And it!s just a hang, when you finish the phrase I!ll be there. 

CM It doesn!t have to be so set. 

BG No, that was what was happening in this culture. So they were overlapping these 

phrases, and I thought “wow, how can I get that going?” I even had a thing going on my 

horn where I was going who-To who-To so I!d hit the note with the initial sound then I 

would put To in there and I would try to make a voice sound out of it. 

CM So it was like a double speaking note.

BG Yeah like a note-voice who-To but the who was an actual note and the To was a 

voice and I would go who-To and change it. And I think I had about eight bars worth! 

[laughs] Damn near killed me! It wore me out man! And I said, no I don!t think this is 

going to come together. 

CM No, but that!s one of the things about your playing, aside from the harmony, you!ve 

figured out other ways to be expressive on the horn that other people don!t do. 

BG You!ve gotta go for it. Places We!ve Never Been. 

CM That!s what I was thinking of. Is that what you were referencing on that?
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BG Well, see that!s where it kind of first came together, but there was a whole lot of 

commercial stuff on that too, I mean straight ahead stuff, too. Where there was a 

reversion back into that safe area. And then I!d listen to it and I!d say, “Yeah, there you 

go kind of reverting back into that - that area because it!s kind of safe. And you!re not 

doing it purposefully, you!re doing it kind of naturally - you!re pulled back there, which is 

the thing that shouldn!t happen. But sometimes you can!t fight against some other 

elements that pull you back into that thing. But when I look at so many other things like 

when you look at [sings] like I was getting totally into where I was trying to head. And 

then, we!ve gotta remember that when you record in New York, there!s also people over 

your shoulder. 

CM That!s what I was wondering Was there a lot of pressure from that?

BG Saying you know, “O.K., let!s get something in there that!s palatable too, that wasn!t 

palatable”

CM I think Visions and Transformations are really interesting albums, too. They came 

right before that, but you obviously had that stuff working. And you!re kind of overlaying 

over that more like pop stuff.

BG I was trying to get it in there! [laughs]
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CM Well were those albums like you were being pressured to make things happen, or 

was that something that you wanted to do on your own?

BG Well I think the Visions thing was something more that I wanted to do on my own 

because I liked Stevie Wonder, you know. And I just think he!s one of the very creative 

artists in what he does - I wanted to do that. And that other thing is [sings] Well the lyrics 

got to me, you know? Because that!s that place that you reach into that!s got nothing to 

do with notes. It has to do with your life, and so you can go into those places. But that!s 

why I played that. And I thought about it, it resonated really well with me. And so I didn!t 

worry about whether it was something someone would think is square or anything like 

that. I just thought “this is a beautiful tune, and yeah, that!s kind of my life. Let me just 

play it. Let me play it,” and then I!d just vamp there. But yeah, that period I did choose 

those particular tunes. 

CM But it!s so cool that you!re working that stuff - that harmonic stuff over the top of it. I 

think it makes it more blatant, you know?

BG Well you know I was determined to make it work. Whether you fit or not you go “but 

its grand. Sorry!” [laughs] I mean, god, we did some things when we look back in 

retrospect we think “wow, did I do that?” Well you know there!s a time and a season, 

and a reason. Now!s that time. But that was a period when I cut that one thing that - to 

this day - I think was rather far reaching, just the concept. You know, and to blatantly 

break up notes and things like that and [sings] and let the horn talk and become a voice.  
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Like I was trying to create some real dialogue, not just dialogue like they talk about. I 

was trying to make the horn sound like it was speaking. 

CM Actual Speech

BG Actual Speech.

CM People always talk about that but it doesn!t ever really reach that. 

BG Yeah, its a musical dialogue you know. Well, you know, how about trying make the 

horn talk or sound like a voice. You have the capabilities of bending and you can hit 

different notes. You can hit three d!s simultaneously after each other - different colors - 

so it starts to kind of like the voice shape and ... [intentionally trails off to demonstrate]

CM I was thinking -  you know I went to Gary Burtan!s clinic today, and he was talking 

about that analogy everyone always talks about - about music related to speech. And I 

was thinking you know - about taking breaks - that sometimes when you!re talking you 

don!t want to take breaks because sometimes you get so excited when you!re saying 

something that things have to overlap. And that!s how I play because that!s how I talk 

sometimes. 

BG Yeah! [laughs] Well, the bottom line is you take all of those clinics and things with a 

grain of salt. Its all great to hear different perspectives and what not but - I was in there 
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for a while - and I listened, and some things like when he was talking about “to repeat 

and practice phrases over and over I would say against that” well I would say the 

opposite. 

CM Because you need to learn the vocabulary to be able to speak with it, right?

BG And not only that but my question to him would be: well, I don!t know, because I!ve 

been listening to you through the years and you know what, I recognize all those 

phrases over and over again. You must have been playing those for quite a few years! 

Because that!s what makes you you. Otherwise I wouldn!t even identify you. 

CM Yeah, I mean guys who try to mystify the process of it...

BG Yeah right! C!mon, just call it what it is! We!re out here, we!re trying to put something 

into this great computer because we know if we don!t put nothing in nothing!s gonna 

come out. Something in, something comes out, you know, that!s the way the computer 

works. And we know that after that, you!ve got all this information, you know so much 

from redundancy, repeating over and over and over again that after a while what 

happens is it starts hybriding and that!s where that 10% on top comes from, in terms of 

true improvisation. Each coming together and creating other parties by joining in your 

mind simultaneously. And he!s one of the greatest players out there. I mean not just on 

his instrument, but in terms of how he works with his mind - what he!s able to do. 
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CM He!s very academic in the way he talks and plays.

BG And it comes out. I love it.

CM He!s able to express himself very clearly that way. 

BG Oh, God, beautifully.

CM He used to do a radio show on satellite radio, that was eight hours or something 

every Saturday from wherever he was in the world and he would talk about recordings. 

It was cool. 

BG Oh wow. We!re very fortunate to have him here, and all the guys that have come 

through because each time you guys learn something and get to hang a little bit and talk 

up close. 

CM I learn more about what not to do a lot of the time. But that!s the best kind of 

education.

BG That!s right! Its still learning right?
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CM Same in New York, every time I hear somebody it!s encouraging because I!m sort of 

narrowing what I want to sound like down by the process of elimination. If I don!t do any 

of those things - 

BG You end up with this little bit of substance.

CM One day, hopefully. So that must have been a little bit of what you were going 

through when you dropped off there, too. 

BG Oh, Yeah

CM You were hearing a lot of guys that just didn!t resonate with you. 

BG Didn!t resonate. You know, it!s like playing with everybody jumping on the 

bandwagon trying to be Trane at that time. Everybody you heard - just like Bird, but 

trying to be Trane. 

CM And there!s always someone in every generation. After that it was Brecker and now 

its Chris Potter or whoever. There!s always somebody. 

BG Yeah, yeah, yeah. There!s that thing. And you know, there!s maybe a lot of 

technique there but sometimes there!s technique but not any - doesn!t show you 

anything different. A lot of multi-phonics that people will do, and now people extending 
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the upper higher register. They did that in classical saxophone too. And after a while the 

bottom line is I!d just like to hear something different. That sounds great. I!d like you to 

go in there and bring you out. When you make a curtain call bring you out. See what!s 

happening. And in most cases it!s not that. But the thing is everybody can!t do that, they 

can!t be that. Its just not in them. So for them to turn out to be great players in terms of 

knowing that instrument that!s a hell of an accomplishment too because there!s very few 

people that have that originality trait where you see them produce something that!s 

another kind of take on it. It!s got to be something within you that urges you on when 

you can!t stop. It just compels you to try and find something. And when you start 

searching you!re not satisfied with yourself. That!s what generally starts happening. You 

say, “I!m just not satisfied with what I!m playing. I want to play something different, I 

want to hear something different, and in this particular case, maybe I need to search like 

we were talking about and find the resource areas, and again the world - and the world 

reveals itself in the library. You can find something about everything in the library. You!ve 

got libraries within libraries you know where you get to the major libraries where you can 

access materials from there. And if I was a young person, that!s what my quest would 

be. I!d stay in the libraries listening trying to hear all kinds of real music going into 

cultures where they!re practicing all sorts of music. Like the player I heard in Algiers - 

well they have Muslim cultures right here in the United States, in Detroit where you find 

players that are like that right here in our country, and its been like that for years. That!s 

what the guy told me, “Bunky, if you wanted to hear music like that all you had to do was 

come down to Detroit.”
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CM Well, it makes a better story.

BG [laughs] Yeah, right! “They!re right here man, these guys are playing right here. Why 

didn!t you give me a call?” “Hey man, you!ll blow my whole image.”

CM Oh, real quick, let me just ask you: My teacher suggested - he was wondering if any 

of these people influenced you at all in New York, as you were playing, like Oliver 

Nelson?

BG No, other than his arranging. 

CM What about Charles McPherson?

BG Well, Charles McPherson sounds exactly like Bird.

CM See that!s what I thought. I just had to say it on the record for him. I know Lou 

Donaldson was the guy who introduced you to Mingus. 

BG And Lou Donaldson was more Bird. Bird and stayed there. 

CM But he heard you, and he thought you would be a good fit.

BG Oh Yeah, well he didn!t need it because he was already ahead of the game.
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CM I just saw him last week at Dizzy!s. He!s still playing.

BG Oh, yeah, Lou can play. He!s got that straight-ahead bebop thing going. He can still 

turn it on. But I saw him this last summer in Germany, we hadn!t seen each other in 

years, so it was a nice thing.

CM I got to talk to him a couple months ago and he has a photographic memory about 

everything. He remembers every moment of history. He!s like a living jazz history 

encyclopedia. 

BG And he was there with Clifford. Imagine. Clifford was like one of those geniuses. 

...Lapse in recording...

BG Freddie came along and put a little bit of a different twist on Clifford. Clifford was 

kind of like straight ahead bebop with all of the inside-outside things happening via 

changes, via knowing harmony. You know he had all - but Freddie was coming out of a 

different bag so I have to say Freddie, for me Freddie was next. It was like Clifford than 

Freddie - now you!ve got Payton and cats like that, Nicholas Payton. 

BG But you listen to some Freddie things boy, and you!ve got a get a long way. 
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CM Freddie came a long way too, playing in a lot of different styles. 

BG At his burnin! best he!d be out there doing them things going out there in those other 

directions, and with such continuity that after a while you!d just say “OK, alright, you 

win.” Yeah that was it man, and he died recently. All of the guys that were there during 

that time, let!s just say it!s getting close. 

CM I always think to myself in New York, “Well, I!d better go see these guys now 

because I don!t know if I!ll have another chance.”

BG That!s right. That is so true. And many of them are on the type of road where they 

dissipate. Dissipating, and traveling, and not eating.

CM Yeah, when I was talking with Lou, he had all these stories about all the guys! 

downfalls. Everyone he new. Blakey and that whole crowd...drugs and everything, it!s 

hard to hear.

BG Oh yeah, oh yeah. All of them, they were always high. Blakey, cats like that, Dexter.

I said, “Boy, I wanna see things as clearly as I can see them.” I don!t want any kind of - I 

don!t want to be in another world, that kind of world anyway. Because that - I can!t even 

think about playing if I!m not in some kind of control. They go into this thing and it!s like 

another world. And they!re playing and whatnot - 
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CM That was another thing about Gary Burton!s thing. Were you there when he was 

talking about freeing your consciousness and everything?

BG No.

CM He was talking about that. Like he says when he!s playing he!s thinking about the 

flight he has to catch the next day he!s just letting his subconscious play.. And I think 

that!s a big divide between players, because there are a lot of players - but you!re not, I 

don!t think. 

BG No, see, but you can do that to an extent. 

CM Yeah, I mean things have to be second nature for you. 

BG Well see that!s it. You hit it. 

CM Yeah, but you!re conscious of your playing.

BG Well, he is too. See that!s the - he!s got all his things there. So he can read 

something - a paragraph, as I used to say - so he can play something like a paragraph 

and give you the topic sentence of the paragraph in terms of what it was saying, tell you 

what it was saying. Because his mind, he!s got all these things in . And really to be a 

great player, you have to have that. Its got to be second nature because you have to be 
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able to go other places and not concentrate on “how am I going to get this out,” or “here 

comes this change,” no, no. All the work is done, or should be done. And once the work 

is done, then it!s reflex action. Bing. Take care of this. Your mind sees something, you - 

as a matter of fact, before this gets here, you!ve seen it here - your mind has already 

taken care of it, because you have to be that window ahead of it. You can!t deal with it 

when it!s here, you!ve gotta deal with it in advance and move on. And that!s what he!s 

doing. But a lot of times, you know we all get into that thing, and you get younger 

people, and like you said, I like the word mysticism, and you don!t want to kill that thing. 

You!ve gotta color it with something. But I seriously doubt he!s strongly thinking about 

the next flight or - 

CM I know that, but I was thinking more about the guys who are high all the time, where 

they can!t think clearly, but they!re still playing their asses off. 

BG Well, again that!s reflex action. I mean if you can play, you can play. So I!m playing 

but I!m high. Guess what!s different? Oh, my reflexes are a little slower but I know this 

stuff so well that it just comes. And not only that but guess what? I don!t even care? You 

know? I mean when you!re in that scene - no hey, I!m feeling good and thats all I want - 

I just want to feel good and play my horn. See and we - we!re thinking, no, I!ve got a 

plan in mind, and I want this to come off because I!ve been working on it and working on 

it and working on it and I want it to come off, so I!m conscious of everything I!m doing. 

And if someone comes up to you and says, “Man, Chris that was wonderful” and you 

would say thank you but if you thought in your mind “no, no, that!s far from what I!m 
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capable of doing. I didn!t reach my potential. And I didn!t even reach my acceptable 

potential, that I know, that I won!t settle for anything less.” You know you get into that 

sort of thing. And that!s the way it should be. Because it!s all in the striving. Remember? 

We!ve talked about this. When you reach it it!s over. When you reach it you say “well, ho 

hum, well god, this is not comfortable. Well guess what? I!ve gotta keep striving until I 

reach the land of oblivion where I!m no more! But until that day I want to keep striving. I 

want to keep searching for my music.” And that!s the mentality you have, and that!s why 

you!re going to be a great player. Because you!re not settling for anything less. And not 

only that, you!re keeping your mind open. You!re not shut off here saying “I won!t listen 

to this, I won!t listen to that.” You!re listening to all kinds of music. I personally like - I!m 

knocked out by soul music, by gospel music, and I!m knocked out by some of the things 

they!re doing in hip-hop, things like that with the phrasing and the rhythmic things, and 

I!m knocked out about how these girls are going back to songs they build that are 

almost chant like. And oh, with the vocal thing where they do this outta sight melismatic 

thing. The melisma they use. You know what I!m talking about right? I!m still a student 

my whole life. 

CM Still time, still striving. 
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Kevin Bales Personal Interview 8 March 2009

CM What is your relationship to Mr. Green?

KB I met Bunky at the University of North Florida (UNF), in 1988, when he performed as 

a guest artist. When the university made Bunky a full-time member of the faculty, I 

began studying with Bunky as student, taking improvisation classes and spending as 

much time with him as possible. I imagine I was a pest, constantly knocking on his office 

door with questions. In 1990, Bunky asked me to perform in Europe with him. It was one 

the most exciting things to happen to me! Unfortunately, I could not get a passport in 

time. However, he formed a quartet in Jacksonville and we performed at several jazz 

festivals, and at the IAJE conventions in New Orleans and Toronto. As important as the 

time in the university with Bunky was, the years of performing on stage with him have 

been singularly important to me and my music. Simply put, Bunky has been one of my 

most important mentors.

CM When did you first hear Mr. Green?

KB I heard him perform once at an IAJE convention in 1985 or 1986. However, his 

performance at UNF as a guest artist is the one I remember the most.

CM In what ways do you feel Mr. Green still embodies the influence of Charlie Parker 

and in what ways has he broken away from it?
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KB Bunky plays with fierce individuality, and infuses everything he does with a depth of 

expression that is rare even among the best jazz musicians. Just like Bird, his music is 

original, logical, and soulful, and above all honest. Accompanying him, I've learned that 

everything he plays is related to the harmonic structure of the song he is playing, even 

the stuff that others describe as "outside". He has a very deep knowledge and mastery 

of the vocabulary of music, including Bird's bebop language. More important is that he 

has created he own solutions to playing on the harmony; his own vocabulary. 

BG Do you feel Mr. Green has synthesized the language of Bird into his own 

vocabulary? If so in what way?

KB See the above. Here is a supporting story: 

! At the sound check before one of my first performances with him, Bunky asked 

that we play an "F" blues. (He would soundcheck on tunes different from what we would 

perform). I was, of course, very nervous, and doing my best to listen closely. Bunky 

played the head to "Billie's Bounce" in his own very personal Bunkyfied way, and then 

during the last bar or two of the head changed his approach just slightly. He then played 

two choruses just like Charlie Parker. Not a transcription, but something improvised that 

sounded just like Bird would play. He then, turned to me and winked at me, and 

returned to his regular playing. This is something he would never do in a concert, and I 

never heard him do again. We had been talking about music and learning from others 

musicians: I took this as his way of showing me some of where he comes from, or 
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rather that there was no conflict between him knowing Charlie Parker, and being 

himself. Little things like this were always the most profound lessons for me.

CM How would you describe what Mr. Green does from the standpoint of an 

accompanying instrument - rhythmically and harmonically?

KB Bunky's time concept is very fluid. He definitely swings, and widely varies the 

placement of his eight-notes. Some may hear this as rushing, or dragging. In my many 

conversations with him about music, he references the rhythmic complexity of both 

Louis Armstrong and Billie Holiday. I hear the same thing in Bunky's playing; he can play 

a flurry of notes that may appear out-of-time, and then place one or two notes perfectly 

in place, focusing the contrast of all the others. So many musicians think of swing as 

only being between two eight notes; Bunky does it over whole phrases. As an 

accompanist, it's important to understand what he is doing and just lay down the time so 

that the contrast is felt; he does like for the musicians the phrase with him but groove is 

everything. Without a groove from the rhythm section, I think his very complex rhythmic 

approach can lose it's meaning. Of course, he also explores rubato and every other 

rhythmic textures as well.

! I've been asked by other pianists about what I think Bunky likes about my 

comping for him. My understanding is that too often, pianists try to play "out" with him, 

when he really isn't playing out at all. It's all a matter of contrast: tension and release. If 

you match all of his harmonies in your comping/voicings, then the tension is lost and 

there is no meaningful release. One particular point, is that Bunky plays the sax like a 
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human voice, using a wide range of timbres: bending notes, changing the tones of 

individual pitches, exploiting the extreme ranges of the instrument for their unique 

timbres, etc. These can have harmonic meanings as well, often "blues" oriented, and it's 

important to accommodate these.

! You didn't mention it, but I think the most important thing about playing with 

Bunky is understanding his phrasing. He tells a story in everything he plays, and you 

have to listen closely to support where he is going. Too often, rhythm section players 

think only about the song form, or one chorus deep. Bunky thinks/hears entire forms 

encompassing many choruses, creating complex and spontaneous shapes. You 

consider this like a symphonic form (he loves to talk about all music, not just jazz: we 

once had a long talk about Beethoven's late string quartets, both from a harmonic and 

form point of view, but also in reference to individuality and commerce!). One thing I 

learned from Bunky is that both harmony and rhythm are really facets of form.

CM How has Mr. Green’s style evolved from when you first heard him/played with him to 

today?

KB His playing always seems to express whatever is going on with him: "Bunky Green - 

today". I've known him for over two decades now, and I do hear changes in his playing, 

but I don't know if I would call them evolutions. I think they just reflect his state. He is 

one of the most honest musicians I've ever heard. Honest in expression to be more 

specific.
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Randy Brecker Personal Interview 4 April 2009

CM So you were saying that you recall that session pretty well: Places We!ve Never 

Been?

RB Yeah, yeah, better than some. Because Bunky!s playing was so impressive and the 

tunes - you know it!s just kind of an original - he!s an original human being, completely. 

His personality, his teaching ability, and his playing, there!s just nobody like it and 

there!s not enough of him on the commercial CD market unfortunately. Its a well kept 

secret. 

CM So do you remember, was that your first impression of him at that session or had 

your heard him before that. 

RB I heard him, I!ll tell you where. That!s why his reputation with me preceded himself - 

at the - I!m trying to remember the year but it was at the Notre Dame Jazz Festival.

CM Oh right, when he won the thing, when he was a student. 

RB Yeah, that!s how far I go back. So, he was a student and he just played amazing. 

CM And you were one of the judges?
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RB No, I was competing. And in those circles, in those days, he was really, well, famous 

and he just played great at that festival. It might have been the same year - actually I 

can!t remember, I was up there two or three years with the Indiana University band.

CM I have it written somewhere, it was "64 I think, "63 or "64. 

RB Well it had to be "64 because I was there "64-!66, and "65 was the year I guess we 

won ourselves. We won some prizes. But one year Bunky was there. One year Dave 

Sanborn, who I had mat at camps so I already knew him., he was at one of those 

festivals. But Bunky just played amazingly back then. And I had also heard him several 

times at IAJE conventions where he once again just slayed the audience. 

CM Well, the main reason I got interested in doing this was I would listen to those early 

records of his and listen to the later stuff and they sound like two different people. He 

maintains his voice and his personality and everything but as far as his vocabulary. And 

that record, Places We!ve Never Been, is one of the turning points I think. He sights 

that ...

RB Oh, that!s interesting

CM ...as the one where he really came into his full thing of what he!d been working on. 

You know, he took a break from playing from "67-!74
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RB Oh, gee, I didn!t know that

CM Where he went back to school, didn!t really gig at all, didn!t record at all, and that is 

where he kind of got that thing together. But what I!m finding out is that he had it all 

along. As far as the records it wasn!t coming out.

RB Yeah I think, I have to say, I mean I know he was really developed throughout the 

years because he!s such a studious human being but he had something different from 

the get go. 

CM Yeah. So talking about that record, how was it playing with him. Because he swings 

a different way, did you have to adjust. You had known him for a while I guess.

RB Well yeah, I had known him for a while so I suppose - I mean I always have to 

adjust with whomever I!m playing with. And I think its retained in my memory so well 

because at the time I hadn!t done that many live sessions. And I remember the studio 

was at Vanguard and there was a guy named Danny Weiss producing. Who else was 

on that session, was it Eddie Gomez?

CM Yeah Eddie Gomez and Freddie Waits
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RB Well just Bunky!s voice stood out. And I remember I played some flugel and I 

actually liked what I played for once so I would be happy to hear that solo. I don!t know 

how much more I can remember anyway.

...

RB The other thing about Bunky, if I can just say one thing, is that Bunky as a teacher, 

spawns original and forward thinking students like Steve Coleman for one. I mean I!m 

sure there are many others. And I also want to say I spent a short residency at the 

school years ago, and I don!t think Bunky was there at the time I was there, but it the 

whole paradigm of the program was really [inaudible] a fond memory of my short 

residency there, many years ago. Marcus Printup was a student whatever year that 

was, and he was already finding his way.

CM Anything else you!d like to add?

RB No, I mean I haven!t really had that many run-ins with him over the years.

CM OK. Thanks, I really appreciate it. 
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